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Abstract
Digital terrestrial television was launched in Sweden during the spring of 1999. OpenTV is the system software
and API used in the Swedish digital terrestrial network for developing the kind of new data services that are
enabled through digital television. The European co-operation organisation, Digital Video Broadcasting (DVB)
is developing an open specification for a new platform called the Multimedia Home Platform (MHP). The MHP
includes an API (the DVB-J API) which is based on the JavaTM programming language. With the DVB-J API,
conditions are created for making the digital-TV market horizontal. By the time the DVB-MHP specification is
published, implemented and verified in the target environment, a migration from OpenTV towards DVB-MHP is
expected.

This master thesis investigates how the migration might have an impact on services, applications and the head-
end architecture. Mainly focus is put on investigating how to convert OpenTV applications to DVB-J
applications.

A verified migration model for easy manual migration of OpenTV applications to DVB-J applications is
proposed. The migration model contains a migration framework and concentrates on migration of common
elements and features inherent in most digital television applications. A developer customises the migration
framework to a particular application by sub-classing and composing instances of framework classes.

The conclusion is that the proposed migration model can be successfully used to ease the migration of OpenTV
applications to DVB-J applications.
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1 Introduction

1.1 About Teracom
The work of this master thesis is performed at Teracom’s department of research and development (R&D) which
mainly works with video, audio and data processing from a technical point of view. The R&D department’s
scope of responsibility also include network- and frequency planning and matter of standardisation. A brief
review of Teracom is given in this chapter where most of the information can be found at Teracom’s web site,
[31].

Teracom AB has just over 700 employees and is the main distributor of terrestrial radio and TV in Sweden.
Terrestrial broadcasting means that communication occur near, on or above ground. Usually it concerns
transmission masts standing on the ground and transmitting in all directions. By the use of an antenna people
within range are able to receive TV programs.

Teracom is the link between program companies and consumers. Teracom’s broadcast network consists of about
700 transmission stations by which practically the whole population of Sweden is reached. The network base
consists of 54 FM/TV transmission stations, which have been complemented with over 600 small stations
located all over the country. The base of Teracom’s services is the countrywide terrestrial network
complemented with satellite capacity.

Teracom has been transmitting radio and TV for almost 80 years and is a free standing company since 1992.
Teracom’s business concept is to offer its customers the best solutions for transmission of information and
entertainment in the form of picture, sound, text and data. This business concept can be summed as
”Broadcasting information and entertainment any time, any place, for everyone”. In addition to distribution of
radio- and TV-programs Teracom offers other valuable services in its country wide network, such as mobile
communication services and digital data communication services. Teracom works actively for easing the co-
operation between broadcasting and telecommunication by developing future-safe systems and standards.

Until 1999 TV was transmitted to homes with traditional analogous signals but at April 1st 1999 Teracom started
with regular digital-TV transmissions. Today’s digital terrestrial network consists of four sub-nets with 4 digital-
TV channels (services) in each. To make full use of the advantages that comes with the digital technique
Teracom works hard with development. This development work mainly takes place in subsidiaries of the
Teracom group. Today the Teracom group consists of ten companies including the parent company Teracom.
Companies mainly involved in the introduction and development of digital-TV in Sweden are:
• Senda AB: Administrates the terrestrial network’s digital-TV range. Senda’s task is to package and market

services in the terrestrial digital-TV network. The target groups are radio- and TV retailers and end
consumers (i.e. TV viewers). The company shall be a neutral actor on the market and work for that
households only should need a digital-TV box and a program card to get full service of both TV programs
and other digital services.

• Active TV AB: Works with development of interactive services for terrestrial digital-TV, in the fields of
entertainment, information, education and business. The different services are developed in close co-
operation with assignors.

• Boxer TV-Access AB: Has the role of speeding up the development of terrestrial digital-TV by simplifying
distribution, usage and management of digital-TV boxes and other equipment. Boxer hires digital-TV boxes
to consumers and works for subsidising of boxes through strategic co-operators.

• NSAB (Nordisk Satellit AB): Sells satellite capacity for radio- and TV-transmissions and also data
communication. For the time being NSAB owns three satellites; Sirius 1, Sirius 2 and Sirius 3.
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1.2 Background
Digital terrestrial television was launched in Sweden during the spring of 1999 and provides the possibility for
both pure television and data services such as home shopping and e-mail etc. The kind of new data services that
are enabled through digital television can not be obtained through traditional analogous terrestrial television.

With traditional television there exist conditions that are not often reflected. Such a condition is that the TV
device market is open and based on the existent of general specifications, which are available to and followed
by, TV device manufacturers. When these specifications are followed the result is a television set that can be
used to receive from different television transmitters. This kind of market is usually said to be horizontal, [19].

A horizontal market is characterised by that consumers are free to choose TV devices from many different
competing manufacturers and the program companies know that they have the possibility to reach everyone with
their services. Manufacturers sell towards an open market without being dependent of a specific network
operator and end consumers moves freely on this open market.

Today’s market for digital television is usually said to be vertical. A vertical market is characterised by that
actors of the market are committed to a certain bouquet provider. Bouquet providers compete with each other
and service providers must accept the conditions established by the bouquet provider. The bouquet provider has
a so called gate keeper role which means that TV-program companies are dependent of what the bouquet
provider, as a third part, does to reach the viewers.

OpenTV is the system software and API used today for applications in the Swedish digital terrestrial network.
The European co-operation organisation called Digital Video Broadcasting (DVB), is developing an open
specification for a new platform called Multimedia Home Platform (MHP). This specification is based on open
standards that will provide the basis for the receiver platform. The MHP includes an API (the DVB-J API) which
is based on the JavaTM programming language and the specification states what an MHP implementation must
support. Prior to this work DVB has also developed and established the standard used for digital television
transmissions. If the MHP becomes a widely used standard, then a horizontal receiver market might be reached.

By the time the DVB-MHP specification is published, implemented and verified in the target environment, a
migration from OpenTV towards DVB-MHP is expected. This migration is far from easy and involves a lot of
open questions that may concern both economical and technical issues.

The change of system will affect the head-end side of the broadcast system and it will also affect the way of how
to implement and deploy data services (applications). Therefore it is desirable for both network operators and
service providers to migrate, as smooth as possible. In order to do that one must be aware of the constraints and
pitfalls that the two different systems introduce.

1.3 Purpose
The migration process involves many problems to be solved and the main purpose with this master thesis is to
take part in the effort to reduce the problem of migration. This includes analysing the complexity of the
migration from the OpenTV system to DVB-MHP. Main focus will be put on investigating how to convert
OpenTV applications to DVB-J applications. Another purpose with this master thesis is to investigate how the
migration might have an impact on services, applications and the head-end architecture.

1.4 Objectives
The overall objective with this master thesis is to analyse the complexity of the migration from a system based
on OpenTV to a system based on DVB-MHP. Main focus will be on investigating how the migration might have
an impact on services and applications and how to convert OpenTV applications to DVB-J applications.

The objectives with this master thesis are to:

• Investigate the demands and constraints that the migration might impose on services, applications and the
head-end side.
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• Create an understanding of the complexity of the migration and document it. In the near future this
documentation can also be used as a base for future decisions.

• Develop and propose strategies and methods for easy migration of OpenTV applications to DVB-J
applications.

1.5 Scope
The problem of migration involves receiver as well as transmission issues. This work is limited to concern
migration issues on the receiver side as well as application development. Different migration scenarios are
investigated to build an understanding of the possibilities to share content and data during the time for migration.
Any suggestions or solutions are not presented regarding different migration scenarios.

The proposed migration model is based on some common TV application features, such as user interface, event
handling and application structure. More specialised features are not included in the model, therefore API
functionality involving for example security and service information is not included in the investigation. The
underlying software and hardware architecture of the OpenTV system and the MHP is investigated for
understanding purposes but not regarded in the migration model. The proposed migration model only describes
how a migration of applications can be manually performed. No work is done in the area of automatic
application conversion.

Verification of the migration model is done with test applications. The OpenTV test application is run on an
OpenTV platform while the DVB-J test application can not be run on a real MHP since such is not available at
the time for this work. Instead all DVB-J applications are simulated on a Java2 standard edition platform.

To take full advantage of this report the reader should be familiar with OpenTV as well as Java and object
oriented application development.

1.6 Work Method
In order to give contributions to the whole problem of migrating from OpenTV to DVB-MHP the work method
contain several areas:

• Understand why migration from OpenTV to DVB-MHP is planned in Sweden. This is covered in chapter 1
Introduction.

• Understand the meaning of digital television and how it works. This is covered in chapter 2 Digital
Television.

• Investigations of the different systems and APIs are considered in chapter 3 OpenTV and in chapter 4 DVB-
MHP.

• Understanding the problem and complexity of migration and investigate different migration strategies for
the migration from OpenTV to DVB-MHP. This is covered in chapter 5 Migration.

• Some application features common to both OpenTV and DVB-MHP are investigated in chapter 6
Investigated Features.

• Use the attained knowledge and experience to present methods for easing the migration of OpenTV
applications to DVB-J applications. This is covered in chapter 7 Application Migration Model and is the
main result of this work.

• The methods for easing application migration must be tested and verified. This is covered in chapter 8
Framework and Model Verification.
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2 Digital Television

2.1 What is Digital Television?
Different product and transmission stages of television have used digital technology for many years. In fact the
quality of today’s television would not be as good if it was not for digital technology. The last step of the
transmission of television signals has though always used traditional analogue techniques. This is not true
anymore. The essence of digital television is that the television signal, which contains digital information, is
transmitted to end receivers where it is decoded to an analogue signal. What advantages does this new digital
technology introduce? There are actually a number of advantages that is worth mentioning.

...0101001010...
Signal distortion

...0001011010...

...0101001010...
Bit correction

Analogue

Digital

Figure 2.1: Analogue vs. Digital television

Figure 2.1 shows the main difference between analogue and digital television. An analogue transmitted signal
can be described as transmitted a continuous curve. This curve can, during transmission, be distorted and thereby
deliver a poor result to the receiver. If the signal is transmitted with digital techniques, the signal can be viewed
as a series of ones and zeroes. Signals containing digital information (referred to as digital signals) can also be
distorted, but the difference is that these signals can be corrected and therefore provide a better result. Terrestrial
digital television might provide the possibility for moving receivers in for example trains and hand held
receivers. A traditional television set only knows how to interpret analogue signals and can therefore not receive
the digital signal directly. This is the reason for why it is necessary to convert the digital signal to what the
television set is used to receive. This conversion is done with a decoder that resides in a receiver.

A digital television signal requires large amount of digital data. This amount of data would be impractical to
transmit due to bandwidth limitations. Fortunately there are compression techniques available that reduces the
amount of data needed to represent the television signal. In fact the compression techniques are so good that the
bandwidth needed to transmit the compressed digital television signal is less than the bandwidth needed to
transmit traditional analogue television signals. This means that within the same bandwidth more digital
television programs can be transmitted, [31].
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Figure 2.2: Digital television reception and interaction.

The principal with digital television is shown in figure 2.2. A broadcast service provider transmits services
through a network operator, such as Teracom. The transmission of digital television is carried in an MPEG-2
transport stream (TS) (figure 2.2:1). A receiver terminal decodes the MPEG-2 transport stream and presents the
content on the television screen (figure 2.2:2). The receiver terminal includes a decoder that interprets the
MPEG-2 transport stream. The receiver terminal can also be seen as an operating platform for interactive
services.

Another advantage with digitally transmitted television is the possibility to include more advanced interactive
services with the television program. This interactivity will introduce various types of pay-per-view services as
well as new possibilities for home shopping and interactive television shows. The viewer can interact locally
with the applications included in the available services (figure 2.2:3).

Applications can also communicate with an interactive service provider through the use of an interaction channel
(figure 2.2:4). This interaction channel can be established e.g. through a built in modem in the receiver. Viewers
can hereby make request through applications and receive answers from either the interaction channel or the
broadcast channel. The interactive service provider can communicate with the broadcast service provider (figure
2.2:5) to enable an answer of a request from a viewer to be sent on the broadcast channel.

The receiver terminal interprets the applications that are included in the services. These applications are
developed using an API, which is part of the digital television platform (figure 2.2:6). DTV applications are
event driven, which means that they proceed by responding to events (or messages) from viewers or the
operating environment during their lifetime.
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2.2 Digital Video Broadcast (DVB)
During 1991 broadcasters and consumer equipment manufactures discussed how to form a pan-European
platform to develop digital television. Later that year this discussion lead to the formation of the European
Launching Group (ELG). The goal for this group was to oversee the development of digital television in Europe,
[9].

The ELG became DVB (Digital Video Broadcast) in September 1993. DVB immediately continued the
development of digital television. The focus point was first on terrestrial digital television but it was the
standards for cable and satellite transmissions that were first developed. The standard for terrestrial digital
television followed later, [9].

The DVB organisation today includes over 230 organisations from more than 30 countries. Members include
broadcasters, manufacturers and network operators. The philosophy of DVB is to develop open standards that
are published and available for anyone, [9].

The work process within DVB begins by a Commercial module within DVB that specifies commercial
requirements for an upcoming specification. A Technical module realises these requirements by the development
of a specification. The approval process then requires the Commercial module to support the specification before
it’s finally approved by the Steering Board of DVB, [9].

The DVB organisation is responsible for the development of the specification of the Multimedia Home Platform
(MHP). The MHP is a new open standard for the reception of digital television. While previous DVB standards
have been focused on the transmission of digital television, the MHP is focused on the reception side of digital
television. The MHP platform is described in more detail in chapter 4 DVB-MHP.

DVB has mainly produced standards for the transmission of digital television. Figure 2.3 shows the adoption of
DVB developed standards. The different standards for transmission of digital television are:

• DVB-S is the first of the DVB standards and specifies the transmission of transmission of digital television
by satellite.

• DVB-C specifies transmission of digital television by cable.
• DVB-T is the DVB specification for transmission of terrestrial digital television.

Figure 2.3: The adoption of DVB standards, [9].
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3 OpenTV
OpenTV is a result of co-operation between Thomson Multimedia and Sun Microsystems. In 1994 they formed a
joint development and marketing alliance to produce software solutions for digital television. The alliance began
shipping its flagship product line, OpenTV EN 1.0, in March 1996. In August 1996, the alliance was restructured
into an independent operating company named Thomson Sun Interactive LLC. In September 1997, the company
changed its name to OpenTV Incorporated. OpenTV is among other things a member of the DVB Project, [25].

In this work OpenTV SDK 2.0 is considered and all test applications are executed on a STB installed with the
OpenTV EN 1.2 operating environment. References in this chapter are, [26, 27, 28, 29].

3.1 OpenTV General Description
OpenTV is an operating environment for interactive television. OpenTV achieves interactive television by
running interactive applications locally on the receiver. A receiver, as shown in figure 3.1, is a small computer
system including a central processing unit (CPU), memory, local storage and input/output ports. The receiver
receives programme content and interactive applications from an external source, feeds audio and video data to a
television monitor, receives and routes user input generated on an external remote control or other input device
and manages bi-directional data exchanges with remote servers. The OpenTV client runtime system on the
receiver provides all these services and runs the interactive applications.

Demultiplexor

Audio / Video
OpenTV

RAM

Audio /
Video
Decoding
Process

OpenTV
Application

OpenTV
Operating system

Graphic
On Screen Display

CPU

Modem

Broadcast Channel Return Channel

ROM

Audio / Video Output User Input

Figure 3.1: A Receiver, [29]

OpenTV provides an object-oriented style of defining user interface objects and communication to the outside
world is done through medium-independent sockets, which shield an application from details of the physical
communication link being used. Both programming acquisition and viewer interactivity with the network may
occur over any medium that is appropriate. The OpenTV API maintains the medium independence of the
application while presenting a wide range of communication capabilities. OpenTV is deployable in both
broadcast and bi-directional network configurations and provides receiver manufacturers with the freedom to
implement a return path over any networking technology. The OpenTV client side runtime itself is a portable
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piece of software and can be targeted to and deployed on a variety of processors and receiver hardware
platforms.

The OpenTV programming model is an asynchronous message-based environment. Most of the API functions
that are handled by the various OpenTV services return immediately and do not block until the operation has
completed. When an operation or request completes, a message is sent to the application indicating completion.
This model allows applications to always remain responsive to user input. The OpenTV client software only
allows one application (i.e. one process) at the time.  When a new application is signalled the currently running
application will be asked to quit.

3.2 OpenTV Architecture
OpenTV uses a layered architecture, as shown in figure 3.2, to ensure that each part of the system has a distinct
interface and API to the other parts.

Application

User
Interface

Libraries
IEEE, date
resources
strings etc.

Communication
Stacks

Decom-
pression

Audio/
VideoSecurity

Graphics

Interpreter

Micro-Kernel

Telco
Modem

DVD
Driver

Audio
Video

User
InputCPU

CPU Hardware Networks

Application 
API

Kernel 
API

Driver 
API

Figure 3.2: OpenTV’s layered architecture, [29].

• Applications are written in ANCI-C and compiled into the hardware independent OpenTV O-code format
before broadcast in a flow along with an audio/video stream.

• The Application API is used by applications to communicate with the interpreter layer. The OpenTV API
provides a large library of functions which can display graphics on the television screen, control audio/video
services, accept user input and communicate with the outside world, etc.

• The Interpreter is stored in FLASH memory or ROM of the receiver and is responsible for interpreting the
application O-code and convert it into appropriate library calls to access lower layers in the system. The
interpreter layer frees an application from concern about the layers beneath it.

• The Libraries are similar to the C standard library and contain functions used for manipulating memory and
graphics. The libraries are stored in the receiver’s FLASH memory or ROM and the functions, which are
part of the library layer are accessed through the interpreter. The libraries are implemented in portable
ANSI-C code, compiled for the receiver’s specific CPU for fast performance.

• The Kernel API is used to make kernel level calls. Only the library layer and the driver layer may use it.
• The Kernel Layer is required to provide a link between system services (usually provided by the operating

system) and the higher level OpenTV library functions. To support portability, the OpenTV kernel can be
re-implemented on another operating system by adding a layer on top of the target operating system, which
satisfies the OpenTV kernel API. The OpenTV kernel requires a multi-threaded model, which manages
system level tasks and memory management.

• The Driver API provides the interface between the OpenTV libraries and the hardware. This interface
allows new devices to be added to an OpenTV receiver without changes to the other layers of OpenTV.
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• The hardware manufacturers implement the Driver Layer to match their hardware to the OpenTV driver
API. In addition to the audio and video drivers, the driver API specifies functions that must be provided by
the drivers for each kind of device supported by a receiver.

• The communication stack is generic to allow maximum flexibility across different transport media.
Medium characteristics, error-correction and multiplexing are some of the details handled by the lower
layers of the stack. If a new protocol or a new transport medium is present on the receiver, the application
API would not change.

• An audio/video service (built on top of the socket layer) is defined in the architecture and provides a
hardware- and medium-independent interface for accessing audio/video related functionality. The
audio/video services are intended for providing access to special audio/video features such as displaying an
MPEG still stored in memory, freezing video and playing sounds from memory.

3.3 OpenTV Application Signalling
When an application is downloaded two unique numbers identifies it:
• The producer identifier, which is a unique ID, attached to all applications that a specific producer

produces.
• The application identifier, which is a unique ID to the producer, used to identify the specific application.

The first downloaded module is always a directory module that contains information about the modules that
comprises a specific application’s flow. The OpenTV runtime involves a so-called flow watcher, which is
constantly monitoring the application flow. When a directory containing a new application ID is received the
flow watcher will ask the currently running application to quit and after that the new application may be loaded
and started. This involves loading the new applications main module automatically. As long as the application
ID is not changing the flow watcher ignores the directory module.

The behaviour of a newly downloaded application is bounded by a set of limits:
• Expiration date: defines the period of time in which an application is valid and can be executed.
• Storage: controls the amount of storage an application can use.
• Application capabilities: governs the application’s ability to make external connections, download data and

code modules, etc.

3.4 OpenTV applications
OpenTV applications are computer programs that are written in ANSI-C and use the OpenTV API. They are
compiled into O-code and executed on a receiver. As all DTV applications, OpenTV applications are event
driven, which means that they proceed by responding to events (or messages) from viewers or the OpenTV
operating environment during their lifetime. All OpenTV applications contain a main message loop that receives
messages from a single message queue and processes them in an appropriate way, which in many cases involves
dispatching the message to more specialised message handlers. I.e. the main message loop is responsible of
deciding what should be done in response to the various messages it receives during the lifetime of the
application. OpenTV messaging is covered more deeply in 6.2 Event Feature.

OpenTV applications are built by user interface objects, which are called gadgets. Gadget instances are created
from templates called classes and are used to build the application’s desired GUI. A gadget instance is unique,
holds state information, has behaviour and has appearance. Gadgets are covered more deeply in 6.1 Component
Feature. Besides gadgets there may also bee ordinary C modules in the application. There are always at least
one C module in the application and that is the main module. The main module initialises the application and
executes the main message loop.

All created gadget instances are structured in gadget trees, which are rooted with UIMS. This is central to all
OpenTV applications because UIMS is the OpenTV service that handles writing of OpenTV graphics, message
passing to gadgets and other features regarding the user interface. Besides the application’s functionality it is
often desirable to separate data from code using resources.
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3.4.1 User Interface Management System (UIMS)
UIMS is the OpenTV subsystem that manages an application’s GUI and communicates with the application
using the single message queue. UIMS manages the GUI by generating messages to gadgets and providing
functions for defining and displaying GUI elements (gadgets), changing their graphical attributes and managing
their redisplay as needed. UIMS provides an object-oriented framework for defining gadget classes. To form its
GUI an application creates and arranges gadget instances in a tree structure. This tree structure is used to define
relationships between gadget instances and affects both drawing order and dispatching of input, which is handled
by UIMS.

To make a GUI visible and susceptible to messages a gadget node in a gadget tree must be set to root with
UIMS. UIMS will draw all gadgets that are descendants of this root node and the root node may be moved
around by the application to display different sub-trees of gadgets. UIMS will automatically manage the display
and redrawing of all active gadgets that are in a sub-tree under an application specified root. No gadgets outside
this sub-tree will appear on the screen. As an application executes, messages are generated by UIMS (in a
defined order) to gadgets, informing gadget instances about events that may affect them. UIMS also manages
user input. In response to a key press on the remote control, UIMS generates a message telling which key was
pressed and routes it to the focused gadget in the currently rooted gadget tree.

3.4.2 Gadget Tree
Gadget instances are arranged and managed in a tree structure and each instance is a node of the tree. This tree
structure is used to define relationships between gadget instances and affects both drawing order and dispatching
of messages. Any type of gadget may be a child or a parent and a gadget may have as many children as it wants,
but only one parent. UIMS maintains the parent/child relationships of the gadget tree. Gadgets may be grouped
in one tree or several trees. Each gadget tree or part of a tree can be used as a scene of the application and by
specifying different nodes as the UIMS root the GUI of a scene will be displayed.

Figure 3.3 shows a gadget tree and the drawing order when it is rooted with UIMS. The gadget labelled with one
is drawn first, the gadget labelled with two is drawn secondly and so on until the entire tree has been drawn. The
drawing order dictates the layering of graphics on the screen. Since the root node of the tree is always drawn
first, it is always the bottom layer. Currently drawn gadgets will obscure previously drawn gadgets if their
positions overlap.

Screen_instance

Group_instance

Button_instance1

Textfield_instance

Button_instance3Button_instance2

Icon_instance

1

2

3 4 5

6 7

Figure 3.3: Drawing order in a gadget tree.

3.4.3 Shapes
Primitive graphics such as boxes and lines are handled in OpenTV with shapes. Shapes are OpenTV graphical
primitives and there is a limited pre-defined set of shapes known to the OpenTV libraries. They are smart
graphic primitives that know how to draw themselves under the control of UIMS and are manipulated as
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complete entities by using OpenTV shape functions. The shapes available in OpenTV are boxes, ellipses, icons,
lines, polygons, rounded boxes and text shapes. New shape types cannot be defined. Shapes are attached to
gadget instances to give them an appearance (i.e. without shapes a gadget can not be visible) and the OpenTV
system knows how to draw and manage them. Once they are created, an application does not get involved in the
actual display of the shapes on the television screen. It is UIMS that automatically handles the drawing of shapes
on the TV screen. A gadget can have any number of shapes associated with it and the attached shapes are stored
in a shape array. The shapes are drawn in the same order they are stored in the shape array. Thus, fine control
over the drawing order may be exercised by paying attention to the order gadgets are attached to the gadget tree
and the order shapes are inserted into each gadget’s shape array. Before shapes can be drawn they must be
registered with UIMS by the function O_gadget_autodraw(), which is used to register a gadget’s shape array. If
the gadget is not registered with UIMS, the shapes of the gadget will never ever be drawn by UIMS even if API
functions to show the shapes are invoked. An application also has the opportunity to take control over the display
updates to enable more carefully controlled updates [OpenTV; Software Developer’s Kit 2.0; Software
Developer’s guide].

OpenTV shape functions are used to register changes in a shape’s attributes (e.g. colour, position etc.). The
actual drawing of shapes does not occur exactly at the time when shape attributes are changed. Changes are
recorded by UIMS and will be updated when appropriate.

3.4.4 Resources
Resources allow arbitrary data to be separated from code and the data can then be dynamically downloaded by
the application. Often the data in a resource is used to initialise gadgets used by an application, but resources
may be used to pass any type of data to an application.

Internally, a resource is a triplet:
• Type ID: an ID identifying the data type of the resource.
• Resource ID: a unique identifier used to retrieve the specific resource during execution.
• Data: arbitrary data, which comprises the resource.

The Resource Manager (RM) is one of OpenTV’s subsystems and is responsible for maintaining a pool of
currently available resources. The RM supports the lookup of a specific resource based on its resource ID and
retrieves the associated data.

When using resources the OpenTV resource compiler must be used to compile the resource files (.rc). This
places several constraints on applications that use resource. IDs is a central part of all OpenTV applications. All
gadget classes have unique IDs, all gadget instances should have a unique ID and all resources should have
unique IDs. By convention all these should be defined in a header file named as classes.h. With resources
several naming conventions arise. For example all defined IDs must end with ‘_ID’ when using the resource
compiler.

3.4.5 Content Formats
OpenTV supports only the MPEG-2 I-frame format and the pixmap format, for graphics.

A pixmap is stored in a .pix file and is a pixel-map assigning colours to each bit in an image. In order to display
a pixamp on the TV screen an ICON_SHAPE must be used. When the pixmap is drawn on the TV screen the
resulting image will be displayed with the colours that are currently in the OpenTV palette. This means that the
application developer has to be aware of which colours that are in the current OpenTV palette and their index.
When a bitmap is converted to a pixmap the index in the colour palette may be set explicitly in order to match
the index with the supposed OpenTV palette.

3.5 OpenTV Modules and Downloads
An OpenTV application consists of modules and each module is a logical portion of an application. There is
always at least a main code module and a directory module. The major advantage of modules is that they allow
application developers to divide applications into parts, which can be retrieved from the program transmission
bit-stream when necessary.
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Modules have a version number that is established when flows are built, since modules can change in time. For a
given module, by default the first version is numbered 0 and this is incremented each time the contents of the
module change. This feature can be used to change the contents of a module at pre-defined points during the
lifetime of the application to match the video content at that time. Modules also may have digital signatures
attached to them to let the set-top box verify that the contents of the module have not been compromised.

3.5.1 Module Types
Following types of modules are supported by OpenTV:
• Code modules contain OpenTV code (executable O-code) and associated data.
• Data modules is used to store any type or format of data, which makes them suitable for storing arbitrary

binary data such as MPEG stills, transaction data, etc. The major forms of data modules are resource, plain
data, raw data and signal modules.

• Resource modules contain resource definitions.
• Plain data modules can be used to download data, which have to be relocated and swapped by OpenTV,

without worrying about resource ID’s. This data has to be simple enough so that the program knows how to
access it (e.g. a single big array of integers).

• Raw data modules can contain any data and are normally used to download data such as MPEG stills and
sound files.

• Signal modules contain little or no information and their data content is usually ignored. Their download
time is near instantaneous. They are often used as a signalling mechanism for synchronisation purposes.

3.5.2 Module Download Service (MDS)
MDS is asynchronous (downloads proceed in the background under the control of OpenTV), operates on top of
the standard OpenTV sockets and is the OpenTV subsystem responsible for downloading modules from an
external source’s transmission bit-stream into the STB memory. Modules of an OpenTV flow are broken down
in one or more transmission units (TU), which in turn are broken down and transmitted in fixed length packets.
A module is automatically reassembled from its component TUs by the MDS so that the application deals only
with entire modules. When an application is broken into several modules they may be downloaded dynamically
during the lifetime of the application by requesting them from the MDS with a known module identifier (listed in
the directory module). Before a module is handed to the application MDS processes the module according to
what is specified in the directory module (in the download flags).

3.5.3 The Directory Module
An OpenTV flow always contains a directory module, which is automatically downloaded (before any other
module) by a STB when an application is signalled in the programme stream. The modules that make up an
application are named and described in the directory module and this information is used in the download
process. Also other information such as application ID, application producer ID, authorisation flags, expiration
date, memory requirements for the application, etc. reside in this module. The module ID of the directory module
is unique and reserved. The directory module is stored in system memory address space that is inaccessible to the
application and therefore access to it is achieved only by calling appropriate module download functions.

3.6 OpenTV Flows
Before being transmitted an OpenTV application is incorporated in a flow, which is multiplexed with the
program’s audio and video streams. An application flow is a sequence of module transmission and the flow
specifies the application’s modules along with timing and synchronisation information.

Flows are created during the development process by OpenTV development tools such as the flow interpreter or
a utility called the flow builder. Flow building comprise scheduling of the module transmission sequence and
balancing transmission bandwidth with time requirements of the application.

Figure 3.4 shows the process of compiling an OpenTV application and creating the application flow with the
flow interpreter (flinterp) tool. C code is created using a standard text editor and compiled into O-code using the
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c to O-code compiler. The resulting .o file is run through several stages of linking to produce entities, which are
processed with a post linker to reduce the size. The linker is aware of the OpenTV libraries, but final binding to
the actual ROM libraries occurs at runtime. Resource files are processed using the OpenTV resource compiler.
The output of the compile and flow building process is a single flow file (.flw) containing the code and data to be
broadcast and also information of when each module is to be broadcast. To successfully schedule the application
flow the flow interpreter requires a flow definition file (.flo) containing among other things a textual description
of timing requirements of the application’s modules. The flow interpreter also creates the important directory
module.

.exp gcco .oxt

ldo

.c gcco .o ldo .pkg

libs

.ocd

postlink

.rc rco .rco postlink .res flinterp .flw

.flo

.otv

Resource
Definition

c
Source

Exported Function
Definition

Flow
Definition

Figure 3.4: Compile and flow building process with the flow interpreter tool (flinterp).
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4 DVB-MHP
The DVB organisation has produced standards for broadcasting systems that use different mediums for the
transmission of digital television signals. One of he latest standard from DVB is the MHP. The MHP adds a
technical solution for the user terminal that enables the reception and presentation of digital television
applications. References in this chapter are, [6, 10, 12, 13, 30, 32].

4.1 MHP General Description
The MHP defines a generic interface between interactive digital applications and the terminals on which those
applications execute. This interface decouples different provider’s applications from the specific hardware and
software details of different MHP terminal implementations. It enables digital content providers to address all
types of terminals ranging from low-end to high-end set-top-boxes.

While previous DVB standards are focused on the transmission of digital television the DVB MHP standard is
focused on the reception and presentation of digital television services. The MHP is intended to form an open
standard that will enable a horizontal market for vendors, authors, and broadcasters. This will in turn affect the
consumer e.g. by the fact that one single platform can be used to receive digital television from different
operators. Different vendors can compete by implementing their own MHP, that of course follows the MHP
specification and thereby add value to their product.

The MHP specification is a software specification that will be used by manufacturers to implement receiver
software on various platforms. The unit that is used by the user to communicate with the platform on which the
MHP is implemented is called a terminal. The terminal can be a set-top-box, a television set or a desktop
computer.

A vital part of the MHP is an API, which is the applications view of the platform. The API in MHP is based on
the JavaTM programming language and is called the DVB-J API.

The MHP specification presents a hardware and network independent platform, which means that the broadcast
and interactive channels can be implemented with various technologies. The broadcast channel can be based on
cable, satellite or terrestrial technology, while the interaction channel can be implemented using among others a
modem, ISDN or a broadband connection. The technology that is used for the different channels is transparent to
the DVB-J API.

From a service and application point of view the MHP supports three profiles. These are known as implementing
profiles. Profiles within the MHP consist of a minimum of configurations for a particular implementation of an
MHP.

1. Enhanced Broadcast combines digital broadcast of audio/video services with downloaded applications,
which can enable local interactivity. This profile does not support an interaction channel.

2. Interactive Broadcast enables a range of interactive services associated or independent from broadcast
services. This profile requires an interaction channel.

3. Internet Access is intended for the provisioning of Internet services. It also includes links between those
Internet services and broadcast services.

4.2 MHP Technical Description
This subchapter describes the MHP from a technical point of view. It includes a architectural model of the MHP
as well as descriptions of other MHP elements.

4.2.1 MHP Architecture
The architecture of an MHP describes how software elements and hardware resources are organised. The MHP
architectural model consists of three layers. These layers are shown if figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: Basic MHP architecture.

• Resources
From an application perspective, the MHP is the potential set of resources available in a single piece of
equipment or in interconnected equipment. There are no assumptions about how the resources are grouped.
The resources are provided to the MHP transparently and applications should be able to access all locally
connected resources as if they were elements of a single entity. Typical MHP resources are MPEG
processing, I/O devices, CPU, memory and a graphical system.

• System software
Applications will not directly access resources of the MHP. The system software brings an abstract view of
the available resources. The system software layer isolates the application from the hardware, enabling
portability of applications. The system software includes an application management function, which
consists of a resident application responsible for managing the lifecycle of all applications.

• Applications
The core of the MHP is based around an API known as the DVB-J API. The DVB-J is based on the JavaTM

programming language. Applications use the DVB-J API to implement interactive services as software
running on the MHP.

4.2.2 MHP Applications
The service selected by a user might contain applications that can be selected through the resident Navigator or
through an application offering EPG functionality. Applications can be DVB-J applications or other types of
applications that are executed through plug-ins.

Resources

System Software Application Manager

Application Application

DVB-J API

Plug-in B

Plug-in A Legacy app.
Type B

Legacy app.
Type A

Figure 4.2: MHP Applications organisation.

A plug-in offers functionality that can be added to the MHP in order to provide interpretation of applications and
content formats not specified in by the MHP (e.g. OpenTV). The motivation for plug-ins is to enable support for
other systems. There are two possible types of plug-in implementations:

• In native code provided or ported for the MHP implementation (Shown in figure 4.2 as Plug-in B).
• As an MHP application (Shown in figure 4.2 as Plug-in A).

Applications that are not run through a plug-in are DVB-J applications, which are implemented in the JavaTM

programming language with the DVB-J API. Java applications must include a class that implements the Xlet
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interface to qualify themselves as DVB-J applications. By implementing the Xlet interface the application and
the application manager can communicate in a two-way manner.

A certain service can contain many applications, which in that case may be executed simultaneously. It is the
broadcaster’s responsibility that simultaneously executed applications behave in a way that is comprehensible to
the user and does not yield perceptible interference problems.

4.2.3 Application Signalling
For the MHP to get knowledge about available applications and additional information about the applications the
concept of application signalling has been defined in the MHP specification. Applications belong to a service
and a service can contain zero to many applications. When a user selects a service the MHP receiver must
identify the applications associated with that service. The application signalling also includes information about
the lifecycle of applications. All application signalling is included in the broadcast MPEG-2 transport stream.
For further information about MPEG-2 and the transport stream see Appendix A. MPEG-2.

A transport stream contains a Program Association Table (PAT). The PAT can be said to list all services that are
contained within a single transport stream. For each service in a transport stream there is an associated Program
Map Table (PMT). The PMT holds information about the content of a specific service. This includes pointers to
the elementary streams that contain the audio, video and applications included in that service.

If one service has one ore more associated applications an Application Signalling Descriptor is included in the
Program Map Table (PMT) for that service. This descriptor identifies the elementary stream in which the
Application Information Table (AIT) is sent. The AIT provides full information about the applications that is
associated with the service. For each application this information includes

• The application type (e.g. DVB-J application or plug-in application)
• An application identifier that uniquely identifies the application.
• An application control code that controls the lifecycle of the application.

The last of these entries says that the lifecycle can be controlled by the information sent in the AIT. The different
control codes that can be sent are:

• AUTOSTART
The application should be started directly when this control code is sent.

• PRESENT
Indicates that this application is present within the service.

• DESTROY
The destroy() method of the Xlet interface is called with the unconditional flag set to false.

• KILL
The destroy() method of the Xlet interface is called with the unconditional flag set to true.

When the user selects a service the control codes in the AIT are read. The AIT for a specific service is sent in
close intervals and the application control flag can be updated between AIT versions. In this way the service
provider can control the applications in the service e.g. a news application is set to be AUTOSTART at the time
when the nine a clock news begins.

4.2.4 Application Model
The basic control over the lifecycle of broadcast MHP applications is through the selection of broadcast services,
[10]. The main issue of the application model is how and when an application shall be started and stopped as
well as the different states of an application.
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4.2.4.1 Broadcast Applications
When a broadcast service is selected, applications that are listed in the Application Information Table (AIT) of
the service and identified as AUTOSTART, shall be automatically launched. The MHP terminal monitors the
application signalling for changes made by the broadcaster. These changes may include the termination of a
particular application as well as the addition of new auto-start applications. Applications that are not signalled as
AUTOSTART in the AIT require explicit launching. This explicit launching can be done through the resident
Navigator or through an MHP application.

MHP applications may stop running voluntarily using the MHP API or may be stopped by the MHP terminal
under different circumstances.

4.2.4.2 DVB-J Applications and the Xlet Interface
A DVB-J application is defined through the fact that some class in the application implements the Xlet interface.
Sometimes a DVB-J application is referred to as simply a Xlet. The Xlet interface declares methods that support
lifecycle operations on a DVB-J application. Through the Xlet interface, a resident application manager controls
the lifecycle of applications. A DVB-J application does not implement a main() method as traditional Java
applications. Instead a DVB-J application more resembles a Java applet in that sense that the Applet class has
methods to control the applets lifecycle. The Xlet interface is more optimised for a television environment while
the applet is intended to work in the World Wide Web environment, [10].

A DVB-J application is said to exist in different states. These states are part of the application model for DVB-J
applications. There is a two-way communication between the Xlet class and the Application Manager. The
Application Manager use the Xlet methods to communicate with the application and the application use a
reference to an object of class XletContext to communicate back to the Application Manager. The reference to
the XletContext object is passed to the Xlet when the initXlet() method is called.

The different influences that can cause a DVB-J application to change state include:
• The Application Manager uses the methods defined through the Xlet interface to signal state changes to the

application.
• Broadcast application signalling that signals a new control code for the application.
• The application decides to change state.
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Figure 4.3: Application states for a DVB-J application.

The different states a DVB-J application can exist in is shown in figure 4.3 and is defined as follows.
• Loaded

The DVB-J application has been loaded but not yet initialised. This state is entered after the Xlet has been
created with new(). The Xlet no-argument constructor is called and returns without throwing an exception.
If an exception occurs the DVB-J application enters the destroyed state and is discarded.
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• Paused
A paused DVB-J application has to minimise its usage of resources. The paused state is entered from the
loaded state after the Xlet.initXlet() method returns successfully. The paused state can also be entered from
the active state after the Xlet.pauseXlet() method returns successfully or before the XletContext.paused()
method returns successfully. This indicates that both the Application Manager and the DVB-J application
itself can put the application in the paused state.

• Active
In the active state the DVB-J application functions normally and is providing service. The active state is
entered from the paused state after the Xlet.startXlet() method returns successfully.

• Destroyed
When the DVB-J application goes into the destroyed state all resources must be released. The destroyed
state is entered when the Xlet.destroyXlet() method returns or after the XletContext.destroyXlet() method
is called by the application.

4.2.5 DVB-J API
The interface between a DVB-J application and the MHP terminal is the DVB-J API. This API is based on the
JavaTM programming language. DVB-J applications are executed on a Java virtual machine. Each instance of a
DVB-J application runs on its own instance of the virtual machine. The virtual machine is originally specified by
Sun Microsystems.

The DVB-J consists of a number of software packages that provide generic application interfaces (APIs) to a
wide range of features of the platform. Application developers use these APIs to create DVB-J applications.

The DVB-J API is based on a subset of the jdk1.1 API. Some of the supported packages from the jdk1.1 API are
modified to fit the MHP environment. In addition to these other packets has been defined as MHP specific. The
DVB-J API consists of several smaller API’s of which some are listed below.

• Fundamental APIs
The APIs that make up the fundamental APIs are Java platform APIs (e.g. java.lang with some restrictions
and the java.util package) and other APIs (e.g. org.dvb.lang and org.dvb.event packages).

• Presentation APIs
Some classes from the java.awt package are included to add support for lightweight components in the MHP
environment. Most of the classes from the java.awt.event package java.awt.image packages are supported.
Additional classes are included to extend the functionality in the java.awt package. These classes are
intended to add user interface functionality for a television environment. This functionality includes special
lightweight components and colour handling.

• Streamed Media APIs
From the Java Media Framework (JMF) classes, the javax.media and javax.media.protocol packages are
supported. An extension to the JMF framework is included as an MHP specific API. The streamed media
API allows the application to play streamed media delivered in an MPEG transport stream.

• Data Access APIs
In the MHP environment, data can be accessed through the broadcast channel or the interaction channel. The
different data access APIs holds functionality to access resources through these two channels. To access
files in a broadcast object carousel applications shall use the java.io.File class. Because of the properties of a
broadcast environment applications can only read files from the carousel. Only broadcasters can write and
update files in the broadcast object carousel. This in reflected in the data access API.

• Service Information and Selection APIs
These APIs include functionality related to the currently selected service as well as other services in the
MPEG-2 transport stream.
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• Common Infrastructure APIs
These packages include the Xlet interface and the XletContext class that are used for communication
between applications and the application manager.

4.2.6 DSM-CC Object Carousel
A DSM-CC object carousel facilitates the transmission of a structured group of objects from a broadcast service
provider to receiver terminals. The transmitted objects can be of various kind such as directories and files. The
actual files and directories are located at a broadcast server that inserts the mentioned objects in the MPEG-2
transport stream using the object carousel protocols.

Objects from the object carousel are encapsulated in Broadcast Inter-ORB Protocol (BIOP) messages. The BIOP
format allows identification of the object type and object identification through an object key.

Object carousel:
BIOP messages Object 1 Object 2 Object N...

Module

Block 1 ...Block 2 Block 3 Block M

Data carousel:
Modules

&
Blocks

MPEG-2:
sections

Section 1 Section 1 Section 1 Section 1...
Block headers

Section headers

BIOP headers

Figure 4.4: Object decomposition into modules, blocks and sections.

BIOP messages are grouped into modules, which are transmitted in a DSM-CC data carousel. A module is
divided into blocks, which in turn are inserted into MPEG-2 sections (figure 4.4).

The objects are transmitted repeatedly in the transport stream hence the notion of a carousel. Within a DSM-CC
object carousel a structured group of objects is referred to as a service domain. Each service domain has a
directory object that is the root directory of that domain. This root directory is referred to as the Service
Gateway. From the application point of view the objects are arranged in a directory hierarchy that mimics the file
structure on the broadcast server, [12].
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5 Migration
The migration from OpenTV to DVB-MHP is associated with a lot of open questions. Should application data
and/or code be transmitted in parallel during the time of migration? How should old set-top boxes that only
“understands” OpenTV be handled? These are some of the questions that have to be answered when stating a
migration plan and strategy.

5.1 Definition of Migration
Migration is defined differently depending on the context. However, regardless of the context, migration always
contains replacing or moving out something to make room for something else.

A proper definition in this context, which is a migration from OpenTV to DVB-MHP is that given by Evain.
”Migration is primarily the process by which a population of receivers based on proprietary software systems
are all converted to a population of MHP receivers which use the common DVB-MHP system and, particularly,
the API”, [13].

5.2 Related Work
It is very hard to find any relevant information about what has been done in situations similar to the migration
that this work deals with. Much of what has been written about migration can not be associated in any way with
the conditions of this work. The term migration is used in a wide range of contexts, all from migration of a
population of people to migration of databases or information systems (IS). One reading that concerns migration
of so called legacy information systems (LIS), [5] is however regarded as quite interesting.

In [5] Brodie and Stonebraker provides a strategy that is a viable solution for modifying and migrating LISs into
modern ISs that will support current business needs and adapt to future needs. A LIS could be defined as ”any IS
that significantly resists modification and change”, [5]. Migration of LISs is a vastly more complex and costly
process than anyone anticipates. It is necessary to understand and handle the complexity of the migration process
and a comprehensive plan is needed. A migration program involves replacing problematic hardware and
software that currently compose an IS infrastructure with newer, more modern hardware and software. Two
strategies for migrating LISs are presented, which are Cold Turkey and Chicken Little. The Cold Turkey
approach means a flash cut to a newly developed target system and is not recommended. The complexity, size
and interoperation requirements of today’s ISs make Cold Turkey impossible in all but the rarest cases.
Incremental migration is the only way to go and that is what the Chicken Little approach describes. Ironically
people are encouraged to consider the Cold Turkey approach because it is so complex to consider how to
incrementally migrate a LIS. They avoid the challenge altogether and naively hope that Cold Turkey can handle
it, [5].

Whatever approach is applied when migrating a system the following words from Brodie and Stonebraker should
be considered; ”if your planners suggest that Cold Turkey will work, we suggest you look deeper”, [5].

When considering legacy systems it should be pointed out that the primary problem with OpenTV is not legacy.
OpenTV is a proprietary system that counteracts the goal of reaching a horizontal market. The goal with the
MHP is to give conditions that makes it possible to reach an open and horizontal market where consumers can
move freely and manufacturers and service providers are free to compete on the base of market requirements
without being dependent of some specific product and/or operator.

5.3 Migration Scenarios
References in this chapter are [8, 13, 24].

According to DVB-MHP: ”the migration process will be initiated when service providers have begun to offer
services in a format that is compatible with the MHP solution”, [13]. The migration process is completed when
nothing related with the OpenTV system is in operational use.

Parameters with decisive importance concerning the migration from a technical point of view are:
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• Protocol: Both the head-end equipment and receivers must support the DVB-MHP protocols. There may be
a situation during the migration process when both OpenTV’s data carousel and DVB’s object carousel are
supported.

• Content format: OpenTV’s content format (pixmap etc.) must be updated to MHP content format (png,
jpeg, etc.). This mainly affects the receiver implementation where the decoder must be updated. There may
be a situation during the migration process when both OpenTV’s and DVB’s content formats are supported.

• Code: The compiled *.o files (OpenTV) must be replaced with *.class files (Java bytecode files). To replace
the code the whole OpenTV application must be coded manually in DVB-J or automatically converted. It is
technically very hard, if not even impossible to create tools for automatic conversion.

• Receiver capacity: Existing receiver hardware/software capacity must allow an MHP implementation with
acceptable performance.

The migration process is not completed before these parameters are fulfilled. They may however not necessarily
be fulfilled all at once, so there are a number of possible migration scenarios. Some possible scenarios are
superficially presented with pros and cons in the following chapters. Each scenario has its drawbacks and
advantages and the migration strategy chosen will probably be based on cost and benefit.

5.3.1 Let the market rule
In this scenario service providers decide whether to use the OpenTV API and/or the DVB-J API. This strategy
demands that both head-end and receiver equipment supports the different protocols in use. During the migration
process the number of MHP boxes will gradually grow and at some point in time become the majority part of
receivers in the households, thus the market for OpenTV applications will be diminished. The opportunity to use
OpenTV will remain until OpenTV boxes can not be obtained on the market. The principal of the Let the market
rule scenario is shown in figure 5.1.

OpenTV

OTV Code Content

DVB-MHP

Java Code Content

OpenTV box MHP box

Figure 5.1: Migration Scenario ‘Let the market rule’.

Pros:
• It is easy. Network operators only have to support the necessary equipment at the head-end and broadcast

applications in parallel.
• Old OpenTV boxes can be used during the migration process.
• A horizontal receiver market can be achieved allowing a wide variety of receivers to the end consumer.

Cons:
• There is a waste of bandwidth because application data must be broadcast in parallel to reach all receivers.
• Applications must be implemented in both OpenTV and DVB-J to reach all consumers/viewers.
• End consumers with old OpenTV boxes will suffer when some applications can not be executed on the box.
• Dead Lock: DVB-J applications have to be transmitted before MHP receivers can be sold. DVB-J

applications will not be developed before MHP receivers have been sold.

5.3.2 Shared Broadacst Content
In this scenario, Java code and OpenTV code is simulcasted while the data content is shared. The principal for
the Shared Broadcast Content Scenario is shown in figure 5.2 With this strategy MHP boxes does not
”understand” OpenTV at all and two alternatives are possible:
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1.  All content (data) that is possible to share is in the MHP format. For OpenTV boxes to get and understand the
shared content, they must understand DVB’s object carousel and the MHP content format. This means that
OpenTV must implement DVB’s object carousel, a content decoder for the MHP content formats and tools
for converting from the MHP content format to appropriate OpenTV format. OpenTV also has to extend the
API for accessing data from the object carousel. All OpenTV boxes must be upgraded with this functionality.

2.  OpenTV produces software for all MHP boxes in Sweden during the migration, so that the shared content
might also be in OpenTV format. Because the MHP box does not understand OpenTV in this scenario,
OpenTV must implement some kind of wrapper for MHP boxes, which understand OpenTV’s protocol and
content formats. When the shared content is in OpenTV format the MHP box must be equipped with some
kind of extractor that extracts the shared content from the OpenTV flow and converts it to the required MHP
format that the MHP box understands and needs.

OpenTV

OTV Code

Content
1. MHP
2. OpenTV

DVB-MHP

Java Code

OpenTV box MHP box

Figure 5.2: Migration Scenario ‘Shared Broadcast Content’.

This scenario will without doubt put particular demands on application development on the Swedish market and
has the following pros and cons.

Pros:
• Old OpenTV boxes can be used during the migration process.
• Bandwidth requirements are almost preserved, because much of the content can be shared. It should be

pointed out that in most TV-applications pictures occupies most of the space and it is likely that picture
formats can be shared.

• With the first alternative, conditions for reaching a horizontal market are supported since MHP boxes will
exist without any special restrictions, such as proprietary plug-ins.

Cons:
• Application developers must implement both an OpenTV and a DVB-J version of an application to reach all

boxes.
• With the second alternative one is dependent of OpenTV as supplier for software to MHP boxes. A modest

guess is that the required software will not be cheep. The MHP indeed supports plug-ins but not that kind of
software that is regarded in the second alternative, i.e. during the migration process the Swedish market will
have MHP boxes that do not conform to the MHP specification.

• With the first alternative the question about cost is actual again. OpenTV will probably not implement the
required functionality to old OpenTV boxes for free.

• End consumers with old OpenTV boxes will suffer when some applications can not be executed on the box.

5.3.3 MHP with OpenTV Plug-in
In this scenario new MHP boxes support OpenTV by the use of a plug-in. The principle for the MHP with
OpenTV Plug-in scenario is shown in figure 5.3. With this approach the following are possible:
• Transmit OpenTV applications only, which can be handled by all boxes.
• Transmit both OpenTV and DVB-J applications in parallel.
• Transmit DVB-J applications only, with the knowledge that consumers with old OpenTV boxes are not able

to receive these applications.
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OpenTV

OTV Code OpenTV
Content

DVB-MHP

Java CodeMHP
Content

OpenTV box MHP boxOTV Plug-in

Figure 5.3: Migration Scenario ‘MHP boxes with OpenTV plug-in’.

Pros:
• New MHP boxes are able to manage both OpenTV and DVB-J applications.
• Old OpenTV boxes can remain in use during the migration process.
• A horizontal market can be reached.

Cons:
• It might be necessary to implement both a DVB-J and OpenTV application to reach all boxes.
• Content (data) is never shared and it may be necessary to broadcast applications in parallel (simulcast).
• The need for plug-in software leads to an OpenTV dependency, which might be expensive.
• End consumers with old OpenTV boxes will suffer when some applications can not be executed on the box.
• An OpenTV plug-in do not restrain the use of OpenTV applications.

5.3.4 Shared Broadcast Content with OpenTV Plug-in.
In this scenario the scenarios in 5.3.2 Shared Broadcast Content and 5.3.3 MHP with OpenTV Plug-in, are
combined. The Java code and OpenTV code are simulcast while the data content is shared, just like in the Shared
Broadcast Content scenario, but with the change that MHP boxes “understands” OpenTV applications. The
Shared Broadcast Content with OpenTV Plug-in scenario is shown in figure 5.4 and requires the following:

1. OpenTV implements DVB’s object carousel, a content decoder for the MHP format, tools for converting
from the MHP format to appropriate OpenTV format and probably extend the API for accessing data from
the object carousel. All OpenTV boxes must be upgraded with this functionality so that they can manage the
shared content when it is in the MHP format.

2. OpenTV produces OpenTV plug-in software to be used in MHP boxes.

OpenTV

OTV Code

DVB-MHP

MHP boxOTV Plug-in

Java Code

OpenTV box MHP content 
converter

OpenTV MHP

Content

1 112

Figure 5.4: Migration Scenario ‘Shared Broadcast Content with OpenTV Plug-in’.

Pros:
• Bandwidth requirements are almost preserved, because much of the content can be shared.
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• Old OpenTV boxes can be used during the migration process.
• New MHP boxes are able to manage both OpenTV and DVB-J applications.
• Conditions to reach the goal of obtaining a horizontal market are fulfilled.

Cons:
• It might be necessary to implement both a DVB-J and OpenTV application to reach all boxes.
• The need for plug-in software leads to an OpenTV dependency.
• The functionality required in old OpenTV boxes, for handling the MHP format, is associated with a cost.
• Application development will be more demanding, especially for OpenTV applications that use shared

content in the MHP format.
• End consumers with old OpenTV boxes will suffer when some applications can not be executed on the box.

5.3.5 Clean-cut
In this scenario a date is set from when OpenTV applications will not be broadcast anymore. When this deadline
for OpenTV is reached all old OpenTV boxes will be unable to execute applications because there are no
OpenTV applications in the air. If these boxes should be able to execute applications they must be upgraded to
DVB-MHP if possible. Another approach is to change all old boxes to new MHP boxes. The time before
deadline must be used to update the head-end equipment, to update the population of old OpenTV boxes and to
convert OpenTV applications to DVB-J applications, so that a clean-cut is possible. The principle of the Clean-
cut scenario is shown in figure 5.5.

OpenTV

OTV Code OpenTV
Content

DVB-MHP

Java CodeMHP
Content

OpenTV box MHP box

Figure 5.5: Migration Scenario ‘Clean-cut’.

Pros and cons are not listed. It is just stated that if a clean-cut is successful it has many advantages. A horizontal
market can be rapidly obtained, there is no need for proprietary OpenTV software anywhere, bandwidth is not
wasted, etc. However, a clean-cut is risky. Everything must work the day when deadline is reached. It may also
be expensive to change all old boxes to new ones.

5.4 Application Migration
Migrating applications written in a procedural language like C to applications written in an object oriented
language like Java, does not present any straightforward and easy approach. There has however been work done
in the area of investigating how to migrate procedurally oriented legacy systems to an object-oriented
architecture.

In [7] a method for carrying out object oriented decomposition of procedurally oriented legacy systems into
objects and methods is presented. The incremental migration of procedurally oriented systems to object oriented
platforms seems to be a feasible approach and the problems in doing this are how to identify objects and the
association of methods to objects, [7].

The process to migrate a system is not exactly the same as the process to migrate an application. The need for
identifying objects and methods are however essential in both cases. In many cases migration of applications can
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prove to be very hard since there is no guarantee that the application developer has done a good design and
implementation, which are requirements for the migration process to be easy.

The key to successful migration of OpenTV applications to DVB-J applications is to identify potential objects
and methods from an OpenTV application and map them to Java classes and objects. With the gadget concept
OpenTV tries to mimic an object-oriented model and thereby the burden of identifying potential objects is
facilitated. OpenTV gadgets present a clear interface of their functionality to the application and the private data
is well encapsulated within each gadget instance. This nice feature suggests that the mapping of OpenTV gadget
classes to Java classes should be relatively easy. The need for an OpenTV application to be well structured and
documented is essential to enable successful identification of objects and their methods.
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6 Investigated Features
Migration of OpenTV applications to DVB-J applications includes two important features to consider. These
features are the handling of events and managing user interface components. The investigation of these features
builds a base for the migration strategy presented in chapter 7 Application Migration Model.

References in this chapter are [2, 10, 23, 26, 27, 28, 29]

6.1 Component Feature
User interface objects are used in both OpenTV and the MHP to represent visual on-screen objects that the
viewer can interact with. In OpenTV user interface objects are called gadgets and in the MHP and Java they are
called components. In this report user interface objects are refereed as components. OpenTV components and
MHP components have many similarities. In both systems components handle events and objects are defined in
classes from which instances are created.

The purpose of discussing components is to make clear what significant aspects that must be considered when
OpenTV components are migrated. This includes especially how components are built and used and how
messages are handled internally in a component.

6.1.1 Components in OpenTV
Components in OpenTV are user interface objects called gadgets. Gadget instances are created from a gadget
class, which defines the type of a gadget. Each gadget class must have a unique ID. A gadget primarily contains
three building blocks:
• a shared message handler
• private data
• support functions

Furthermore gadgets have two main characteristics which are appearance and behaviour. To get an appearance a
gadget must contain shapes and the behaviour is defined by how the gadget responds to messages delivered to its
shared message handler. The following must be observed:

• OpenTV gadgets are not objects in the same manner as in object-oriented languages (e.g. Java).
• OpenTV tries to mimic an object-oriented model

6.1.1.1 Structure
A gadget class is defined in two files; a header file (.h file) and a C source code file (.c file).

A gadget’s interface to the application is defined in the header file that contains function declarations and a
structure definition for initial values. Only the definitions and declarations that are in the header file should be
visible to the application. The header file must contain a declaration of an initialisation function, which by
convention is named as init_xxx_class(),where xxx is the name of an arbitrary gadget class.

The abstraction presented by the header file is implemented and encapsulated in the C source code file. This file
contains a structure defining private data, a message handler, definitions of the declared functions in the header
file (e.g. init_xxx_class()) and possibly other private functions and variables. Everything except for the structure
holding private data is shared between all gadget instances of a specific class. A gadgets private state is defined
by its private data.

6.1.1.2 Initialisation and Creation
Before a gadget instance can be created the gadget class must be initiated. This is done once by a call to
init_xxx_class() which takes the class ID as argument. Gadget instances might be created in two ways. The first
way is to call O_gadget_new(). The other way is to call O_gadget_new_from_resource() which is used to
create gadgets from resources.
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6.1.1.3 The Message Handler
It is the message handler that defines a gadget’s behaviour. The behaviour of a gadget is determined by how it
responds to messages delivered to its message handler. The message handler is by convention always named as
xxx_message_handler().

Messages that a gadget receives are of the message class MSG_CLASS_UIMS. This means that the message
handler only has to check the message type. What messages a gadget handles depends on the purpose of the
gadget, but there is at least one message that all gadgets have to take care of. This is MSG_TYPE_NEW, which is
sent to the gadgets message handler when the gadget is created.

6.1.1.4 Arrangement and Activation
Gadgets are arranged in a tree structure where each gadget instance is a node of the gadget tree. The gadget tree
structure is used to define relationships between gadget instances and affects both drawing order and dispatching
of messages.

Gadgets that have visual appearance (i.e. shapes) must take care of the MSG_TYPE_ACTIVATE and
MSG_TYPE_DEACTIVATE messages. In response to an MSG_TYPE_ACTIVATE a gadget should make all its shapes
visible (with O_gadget_shapes_show()) and in response to an MSG_TYPE_DEACTIVATE all shapes should be
hidden (with O_gadget_shapes_hide()). Both of these messages are propagated recursively down the gadget
tree below the gadget that receives the message. This means that only one call to O_gadget_activate() is enough
to activate an entire sub-tree. O_gadget_activate() is the function used to generate a MSG_TYPE_ACTIVATE
message to a specific gadget.

6.1.2 Components in the MHP
All components in a DVB-J application are objects derived from the java.awt.Component class. This includes
for example buttons, scroll bars and textfields. When displaying a Java component the application can use the
component from the underlying system. This is referred to as a peer component. This means that when a Java
application request a component the system, on which the application is running, will provide the look and feel
of the component. Such components are refereed to as Heavyweight components. A Java application that is using
heavyweight components looks and feels like a native application from the system on which the Java application
is running. Heavyweight components were introduced in JDK1.0. All components in the java.awt package are
heavyweight components.

The release of jdk1.1 introduces the possibility to inherit the abstract java.awt.Component class to create
lightweight components. This functionality is refereed to as the Lightweight User Interface Framework.
Lightweight components are pure Java implementations of the components such that no native components from
the underlying system will be used. Since the look and feel of lightweight components is purely defined in the
Java implementation the appearance and behaviour of these components can easily be tailored.

The MHP specification does not include the use of native components. This means that the use of heavyweight
components will not be supported. The DVB-J API only supports the use of lightweight components. The DVB-
J API includes a minimum of the java.awt package to support the Lightweight User Interface Framework. This
lightweight framework allows application developers to implement their own lightweight components.

The application developer has two choices of how to use components in an MHP application. The first
alternative is to use the lightweight components that are included in the DVB-J API. These components are built
using the Lightweight User Interface Framework. The other alternative is to create own implementations of
lightweight components.

6.1.2.1 Building Lightweight Components
By using the classes from the Lightweight User Interface Framework an application developer can build
lightweight components. The framework consists of classes from the java.awt package. The most important class
to consider when building lightweight components is the java.awt.Component class. This class is inherited to
create a component that can be tailored in different ways.
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When designing lightweight components there are two major aspects to consider. These are non-graphical and
graphical characteristics

The non-graphical characteristics are such as event handling. When an event is triggered (e.g. a control key
being pressed) the component must be notified of the event by the Java runtime system. Different types of events
are enabled within the component by calling the method EnableEvent(), which is defined in the
java.awt.Component class. If for example the component shall be notified of key events and focus events the
code for enabling these events can be put in the lightweight components constructor.

this.enableEvents( AWTEvent.FOCUS_EVENT_MASK | AWTEvent.KEY_EVENT_MASK );

The component will receive the types of events that was listed in the argument list to the enableEvent() method.
If an event of type XXX occurs the component will be notified by a call to the method processXXXEvent(). There
is a processXXXEvent() method defined in the java.awt.Component class for every type of event that the
java.awt.Component class can receive. If the lightweight component wants to trap the event it has to override the
processXXXEvent() method and add its own functionality, for example.

public void processKeyEvent( KeyEvent e ){

/* own code */

super.processKeyEvent(e);
}

The call to super() is necessary and should be done last in the processXXXEvent() method. Without this method
invocation unexpected runtime results can occur.

If the lightweight component shall be able to notify any event listeners when an event occurs it must define
methods for adding and removing listeners. Registration of listeners is handled by invocation static methods in
the class java.awt.AWTEventMulticaster. Methods for adding and removing listeners (e.g. key listeners) are
defined as follows.

private KeyListener keyListener;

public void addKeyListener(KeyListener listener){
keyListener = AWTEventMulticaster.add( keyListener, listener );

}

public void removeKeyListener(KeyListener listener){
keyListener = AWTEventMulticaster.remove( keyListener, listener

);
}

Notifying registered listeners when an event occurs is done by a method call to the private listener object.

KeyListener.keyPressed(new KeyEvent( args ));

The private listener object is created by the java.awt.AWTEventMulticaster class and holds functionality to
notify all registered listeners.

To give the component a graphical appearance the method paint() which is defined in the java.awt.Component
class must be overridden. The argument to this method is an object derived from the java.awt.Graphics class. In
the paint() method all of the components drawing is done.

public void paint(Graphics g){

/* drawing code */

}
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The paint() method should never be called explicitly. If the component appearance needs to be updated for some
reason, for example when the component gets focus, the method repaint() should be called. The repaint()
method is defined in the java.awt.Component class.

6.1.3 Migration Issues
Since OpenTV tries to mimic an object-oriented model with the use of gadgets it should be a relatively
straightforward process to migrate OpenTV gadgets to Java components. Aspects to consider in OpenTV
regarding migration of components are:

• the structure for holding initial values
• private data, i.e. the private structure defined in the C source code file
• the init_xxx_class() function
• the shared message handler
• exported functions
• appearance (i.e. shapes)
• messages that an gadget handles
• messages that a gadget may generate
• how gadgets are structured in the application, i.e. gadget trees
• the interface to the application, i.e. the header file
• variables in the C source code file which are not private and hence shared between all instances of a specific

gadget class
• migration of gadgets must preserve the abstraction of the gadget

6.2 Event Feature
Applications written for any DTV environment are often event driven. This means that the execution of
applications is mainly driven by the generation of events. In a TV environment where the user is in control,
applications are mainly controlled by events generated by the user. An external device (e.g. remote control)
generates these events. Some events are however generated and controlled by the system or platform on which
they are running.

Different types of events exist in both the OpenTV and the DVB-J API. Some event types are common to both
systems (e.g. user interface events) while others are not. OpenTV and the MHP use different models for event
handling.

This subchapter explains the event models that are supported by OpenTV and the MHP. The investigation of
these event models builds the foundation for migration of the event handling functionality used in OpenTV to the
same functionality in MHP.

6.2.1 Events in OpenTV
OpenTV applications are event driven, which means that they proceed by responding to events (or messages)
from viewers or the OpenTV operating environment during their lifetime. In order to let the application remain
interactive and responsive with the viewer, activities in OpenTV occur asynchronously. Messages are used to
signal the application about system events, communications events and viewer input.

A message in OpenTV consist of three components stored in an o_message structure:
• A class: classifies the message.
• A type: indicates what event is being reported.
• Information fields: give extra information, depending on the type.

OpenTV supports a single message queue where messages are placed and can be retrieved by the application
with appropriate function calls. It is the responsibility of the application to check for and respond to, messages
delivered to the single message queue.
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There is a set of defined message classes in OpenTV. In most cases the message class tells which OpenTV
subsystem that generated the message. For example an MSG_CLASS_UIMS indicates that UIMS generated the
message and an MSG_CLASS_MODULE indicates that that the message was generated by the MDS. There is also
support for the application to create and generate own messages with the MSG_CLASS_USER message class.

Each message class has a set of types that are used to completely identify the event that triggered the message.
When the message type is identified extra information can be extracted from the o_message structure.

6.2.1.1 The OpenTV Event Model
The bulk of an OpenTV application is an infinite message loop (the main message loop) which retrieves
messages from the single message queue and controls the execution of the application. The main message loop
generally resides in the main module. Most messages are routed to the main message loop where appropriate
action is taken. By extracting the message class with O_msg_class() the application can decide to dispatch the
message, make an appropriate function call, or even ignore the message. The message might also ask the
application to quit when another OpenTV application is signalled.

Figure 6.1 illustrates the general OpenTV event model. Application generated messages are not shown in the
figure and the code presented is pseudocode.

When dispatching an UIMS message, UIMS will send the message to the message handler of the gadget that
currently has focus in the gadget tree currently rooted with UIMS. The gadget with focus is designated to receive
all input events, so it should be visible and accept viewer input. The receiving gadget must extract the message
type in its message handler with O_msg_type() and take appropriate action. When this is done the gadget
decides if the message should be consumed with O_ui_msg_used() or not. This is very important since messages
that are not consumed will propagate upwards in the gadget tree until they are consumed or reach the UIMS root
gadget. There is however UIMS messages that are directly sent to an appropriate gadgets message handler and
are therefore not routed to the main message loop. These messages are generated internally within UIMS and
should not be consumed. UIMS messages routed to the main message loop always deal with viewer input.

When the main message loop is consulted with messages that are not UIMS messages they can not be
dispatched. For example a MSG_CLASS_MODULE message is not an UIMS message and must therefore be
handled in a different way. With non-UIMS messages the main message loop often has to extract the type of the
message in order to take appropriate action. If the message should be processed it is in most cases directed
somewhere by an appropriate function call to a gadget or an ordinary C module. Otherwise the message is
ignored.

Finally, if the system discovers that another application is signalled, the currently executing application is asked
to quit by an MSG_CLASS_CONTROL message with message type MSG_TYPE_QUIT.
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Main module (containing the
infinite main message loop)

…

for(;;) {

   wait_for_message;

   check_message_class;

   if ( quit_message)

      exit_application;
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   else{
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   }

}
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   ...
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Figure 6.1: The OpenTV event model.

So far the general event model is discussed i.e. how messages are used to control the execution of the application
and how messages are dispatched and propagated in the system. An application has also the opportunity to
generate messages and put them in the message queue or even send them directly to a gadgets message handler.
Whenever a gadget needs to communicate with another part of the application, it should use messages. This can
be done in different ways.

By calling O_ui_callback() an gadget can put a message of message class MSG_CLASS_CALLBACK into the
message queue to inform the main message loop, which mainly controls the execution of the application, about
significant occurrence. This technique de-couples the gadget from the application and makes the gadget class
more reusable.

An application can also use the O_post_message() to put an message in the message queue or send a message
directly to a gadgets message handler by calling O_gadget_send_message(). These two possibilities are used
with the MSG_CLASS_USER message class which is defined for use by user defined messages.

The OpenTV event model supports smart variables. A smart variable is used to send a message to one or more
gadgets when its value changes. The smart variable feature resembles the observer pattern [referens: Design
Patterns]. One gadget creates a smart variable and other gadgets register interest in that smart variable. When
the smart variable changes its value all ‘observers’ will be notified with a message of type
MSG_CLASS_SMART_CHANGE and they can query the smart variable for the new value. Smart variables can only
be used between gadgets in the same gadget tree and each gadget may be linked to only one smart variable at a
time.
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6.2.2 Events in the MHP
Events enable Java applications to interact with a user. Whenever a user interacts with an element of the
program's user interface this element can generate an event. By trapping this event the application can respond to
the user's input in a meaningful way. There is also the possibility to define events that can be used to notify the
program when necessary. This functionality is collected in an event model. The event model describes how
events are taken care of by the application and what possibilities the application developer has to create user
defined events.

There are two event models available in the JavaTM programming language. These models are the hierarchical
model and the delegation model. The hierarchical event model was introduced in JDK1.0 and is considered
obsolete. The delegation event model, which is used in JDK1.1 as well as in the JavaTM 2 platform is the one
used in MHP. Most of the events supported in JDK 1.1 are supported in the DVB-J API. In addition to these,
more events have been added to support functionality specific to the MHP. All these events can be used in the
delegation event model. This means that the DVB-J API includes a corresponding listener interface for each type
of event that the MHP defines.

6.2.2.1 The Delegation Event Model
Event objects represent events in the delegation model. A specific event is represented by an instance of a certain
event class. The base event class in the delegation model is the java.util.EventObject class. All event classes in
the model are derived from this base class. When an event occurs, an event object is created from the class
representing that type of event. An XXX event is represented by an event instance of the XXXEvent class.

The event object has a field describing the source object in which the event occurred. In the delegation model the
source object can delegate the handling of an event to other objects called listeners. Therefore the model is
named delegation model. The source object can for example be a graphical user interface component that
responds to user input.

Whenever an event occurs in a source, the source delegates the event to objects called listeners. An event source
can associate several listener objects. A listener is an object that implements a specific listener interface. An
object implementing an interface called XXXListener can act as a listener for event objects of class XXXEvent. All
listener interfaces are derived from the interface java.util.EventListener.

To associate listeners with a source object, the source object must have methods to add and remove listener
references. To add a XXXListener to a source object, the source object has a method addXXXListener(). To
remove a listener from a source object, the source object has a method removeXXXlistener(). Both these
methods take as argument a listener object that implements the XXXListener interface. A source object notifies
all registered listeners when an event occurs.

In Java there are many different types of possible events. Different types of sources generate different types of
events. For example a user interface button can generate an action event when the button is pressed and a
window object can generate a window event when the window is closed. For every type of event there has to be
a corresponding listener interface. This interface must be implemented by objects qualifying as event handler
objects for this type of event.

6.2.3 Migration Issues
In OpenTV messages are used to represent events. In an OpenTV application handling of events are referred to
as handling of messages.

The event model used in OpenTV and the event model used in the DVB-J API differs in several ways. The most
obvious and important difference is that the event model in DVB-J is based on object-oriented programming
principles. This is not the case with OpenTV. In the DVB-J API events are treated as objects and are generated
by source objects and finally delegated to listener objects that perform suitable actions. The DVB-J event model
is relatively free in that the application developer is in control over which listener objects should be notified of
the generated events. In the DVB-J API it is the application developers responsibility to delegate the event to the
most suitable listener objects.
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In OpenTV the handling of messages are restricted. Almost all messages are received by the main message loop
that controls the application. Messages caused by user generated events (UIMS messages) are dispatched by the
main message loop to the gadget in focus which handles the message. In OpenTV there are no corresponding
listener objects.

Another difference within the event models is how events propagate further when the event handling is done.
When an OpenTV UIMS message is dispatched to a gadget the message propagates towards the UIMS root until
the message is used. If a similar event is generated in a component in the MHP one ore more listeners will be
notified of the event. After each listener has handled the event it propagates no further.

Migration of the functionality of the event model used in OpenTV to the MHP event model includes following
OpenTV aspects:

• user generated events belongs to a specific user interface gadget (i.e. the focused gadget)
• most messages are handled by the main message loop
• user generated messages are dispatched by the main message loop to the focused gadget
• other messages that the main message loop receives may be handled by calling appropriate functions
• the message is consumed in the event handler or propagated further up in the gadget tree
• in response to an event gadgets might generate callback messages to the main message loop
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7 Application Migration Model
In this chapter a model for migration of OpenTV applications to the MHP platform will be presented. The
proposed migration model presents strategies that include the identification of elements in an OpenTV
application and how to implement these in a DVB-J application. The migration model also includes a framework
of Java classes for migration of OpenTV gadget classes, resources, gadget trees and the OpenTV event model.
The migration model concentrates on the migration of functionality that is common to most TV applications.

In 7.1 Common Application Features, common features of most TV applications is defined and in 7.2 OpenTV
Application Migration, the migration model is presented.

7.1 Common Application Features
When developing a migration model that should be applicable to a wide range of different applications the model
has to identify some common functionality or features of a TV application. There are many types of applications
that might be considered. After investigation of different types of applications it is confirmed that TV
applications normally have some common features. The migration model is based on such common features and
concentrates on how to migrate OpenTV application elements based on these features. The migration model
should also be easy to extend with other more specialised features.

Most TV applications have an interactive GUI consisting of visible user interface objects. Usually they also have
more than one static graphical user interface, i.e. TV applications are structured in scenes and can be seen as
browser applications. Finally most TV applications provide some overall functionality that must be implemented
in code.

The following common application features are identified.

• Graphical user interface objects composing the visible view to the user. In OpenTV these objects are gadgets
and in Java they are referred to as components.

• An event model allowing the user to interact with the application through the use of some external device
(e.g. remote control).

• A state machine managing application scenes.
• A main code responsible for the overall functionality of the application. In OpenTV the main code segment

resides in the main module.

The following OpenTV elements are derived from the common TV application features.

• Gadgets
• Event model, including gadget trees
• Application structure, including the state machine.
• The presence of a main code

Migration of these application elements is presented in 7.2.4 Migration of Application Elements.

7.2 OpenTV Application Migration
The proposed migration model does not claim to be an optimal solution but aims to present a way to ease the
migration of an OpenTV application to a DVB-J application with preserved functionality. The model presents
guidelines on how to design an application in OpenTV.

When migrating and doing the object-oriented decomposition it is desirable to minimise coupling between
objects. Object coupling can be considered as an indicator of the quality of an object-oriented design. The more
independent an object is, the more easily it can be reused in other applications, [7]. The proposed model aims to
influence the implementation on the target system as little as possible.

The proposed migration model can be completely used. This is however not a requirement. It is the choice of the
application developer to use parts of the proposed migration framework, the whole framework or the whole
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migration model. If it is regarded that the proposed model does not fit with the OpenTV application in
consideration some other approach should be taken and it may be needed to design the application from scratch.
If the migration model is used there is however some parts of the framework that should be used for the model to
be meaningful. These parts concern classes in the framework used for handling migration of OpenTV gadgets,
migration of OpenTV gadget trees and migration of the OpenTV event model. These parts are tightly coupled.

Definition of framework:
A framework is a set of co-operating classes that make up a reusable design for a
specific class of software. A framework provides architectural guidance by
partitioning the design into abstract classes and defining their responsibilities and
collaborations. A developer customises a framework to a particular application by
sub-classing and composing instances of framework classes, [1].

7.2.1 Migration Strategy
The process of an application migration from OpenTV to the MHP consists of identifying the functionality of an
OpenTV application and implementing the same functionality in a DVB-J application. OpenTV application
migration requires the source code of the application, a well-documented design and the migration model. When
the process of migration has been performed the finished MHP application should only need to be verified
against the original specification. This is illustrated in figure 7.1.

Migration

based on verification

OpenTV application MHP application

Application
Specification

Figure 7.1: Ideal migration of an OpenTV application to a MHP application.

The migration process illustrated in figure 7.1 is however not easy to perform if the OpenTV application is badly
structured and/or documented. Apart from the usage of the OpenTV API and the limitations of the C
programming language there are no absolute rules on how an OpenTV application can be implemented. An
OpenTV application written with little structure, where it is difficult to identify application elements (data, code,
objects etc.) and their relationship, is very hard to migrate to a DVB-J application. If the identifying of the
functionality shall be an easy process the OpenTV application must be well structured and documented.

The goal of application migration is that the work effort needed should be as small as possible. If the amount of
migration work exceeds the work of designing and implementing a MHP application directly from the
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specification then the need for a migration model would be unnecessary. It is therefore essential to find a
migration model that is easy to use.

The proposed migration strategy of OpenTV applications includes proposed guidelines on how OpenTV
applications should be designed and implemented. The importance of a good documentation is also emphasised.
Not all OpenTV applications can be applied to the proposed migration model. OpenTV applications considered
appropriate to be migrated are referred to as GoodOTV applications and OpenTV applications that are hard to
migrate are referred to as BadOTV applications. Guidelines for how to design and implement a GoodOTV
application is given in 7.2.2 OpenTV Guidelines.

The need for guidelines on how OpenTV applications are designed, implemented and documented has arisen
from a test implementation of an OpenTV application, which was migrated to DVB-J without the use of a
migration model. The result of this test application was that the migration included redesign and that the work
effort became unnecessary tedious.

The optimal solution of the migration of a GoodOTV application would be to get a MHP application based on an
optimal Java design. In this context the notion of an optimal Java design means how the design would look like
if the Java design were made directly from a specification. An optimal solution is however hard to accomplish
and some compromises must be done. When the proposed migration model is applied to a GoodOTV application
the result will end in a MHP application which is probably not based on an optimal Java design but rather on a
satisfying one. Figure 7.2 illustrates the proposed migration strategy.

based onbased on

GoodOTV application

MHP application with an
optimal design. No migration.

Application
Specification

BadOTV application

MHP application resulting
from migration. Design
based on GoodOTV design

OpenTV MHP

based on

verification

conversion

Migration

Optimal

Figure 7.2: Proposed migration strategy.

The proposed migration strategy is based on the assumption that a GoodOTV application is possible to design and
implement. If the application is a GoodOTV application it is suitable to apply the migration model and the result
only has to be verified against the specification. If the OpenTV application in consideration is a BadOTV
application it may be converted to a GoodOTV application and thereafter migrated using the migration model. If
the BadOTV application is not considered to be convertible it is probably better to do a redesign of the
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application and implement it from scratch in which case an ‘optimally’ designed MHP application may be
derived from the specification. The arrow (labelled as optimal) to the MHP application with an optimal design is
the optimal migration scenario which is not realistic to achieve.

The proposed migration strategy intends manual migration and therefore it is important that the design is well
documented and well illustrated to allow easy migration. The migration process will start by an analysis of the
available documentation. The documentation is used to identify the application structure and to verify that the
OpenTV application in concern is a candidate for migration using the proposed model. After this is done it must
be verified that the code is well structured and fulfils the proposed guidelines. This might be a cumbersome task
if done manually. Therefore it is desirable if the application in consideration can give guarantees about being a
GoodOTV application. The proposed model for easy application migration does only present design guidelines,
not how the verification should be done.

7.2.2 OpenTV Guidelines
In this subchapter guidelines for achieving a GoodOTV application are described. This includes documentation
requirements. If the guidelines presented are followed the migration might be successful if the proposed
migration model is applied.

The reasons for most of the guidelines are explained in the following subchapters. Other guidelines should
simply be accepted as good OpenTV programming praxis.

7.2.2.1 Basic Requirements
To enable easy migration the application developer must have a complete and well-documented design of the
application structure. Particular requirements on the application design and implementation are as follows:

• The file include structure shall follow certain rules.
• Gadget implementations shall adapt to certain naming conventions.
• Resources are to be used.
• The handling of messages shall follow certain rules.
• The OpenTV API shall be used with some restrictions.
• There must be a file named classes.h in which all gadget class IDs, gadget instance IDs, resource IDs and

other IDs are defined.
• Additional functionality is put in C modules.

Furthermore the following requirements should be followed to make the identification of application elements
easier:

• The different states that make up the application must be clearly defined and which events that trigger state
changes.

• All gadget trees and their structure must be shown in the design documentation.
• The initial state of each gadget tree must be clearly defined. This means that it should be clear which gadgets

are attached to a gadget tree and which gadget has focus in the initial state. If there are any initially invisible
gadgets these must be identified.

• Diagrams that identify every gadget class in the application. These diagrams should also specify which
functions are exported and the gadget initiation structure.

• Notification about a gadgets appearance. It should be easy to deduce if a gadget has a visual appearance (i.e.
associated shapes) or not.

These are basic design documentation that should be present for each application. The intention is that the
migration process should start by an analysis of the available documentation from which important information
should be easy to extract. An example of how a documentation of an OpenTV application might look is
presented in chapter 8 Framework and Model Verification.
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7.2.2.2 Include Procedure
Gadgets should not include anything except their header file and standard OpenTV include files in the source
code file (.c file) if they are supposed to be general and reusable.

The include-procedure proposed is presented in figure 7.3 and follows OpenTV recommendations, [26, 29]. By
following these recommendations coupling between application entities becomes loose.
• Gadget header files must include opentv.h.
• Gadget’s source code file must include the gadget’s header file.
• classes.h should include all gadget header files (.h files).
• The module implementing the main function (main_module.c file) and all resource files (.rc files) must

include classes.h. This way they get knowledge about all gadgets and necessary OpenTV declarations.
• Ordinary C-modules might include classes.h if necessary.

classes.h

main_module.c

state1resource.rc

state2resource.rc

gadget header include

classes.h include

resource files

gadget1.h

gadget1.c

gadget2.h

gadget2.c

gadgetN.h

gadgetN.c

gadgets

pixmap files

pixmap.pix

pixmap include

opentv.h
opentv.h include

Figure 7.3: Proposed include-procedure. Ordinary C modules are not shown except for the main module.

7.2.2.3 Application States
It is very often the case that TV applications are composed of several scenes and the viewer browses through
these scenes by using the remote control. Each scene should be defined as a state and the state machine handling
the shifting of states should be implemented in the main module (i.e. the module containing the main function).
If the application only consist of one scene there is only one state.

Each state must define its GUI and have an associated gadget tree. Furthermore each state’s data should be
separated from the code and be easy to locate. Therefore each state must have an associated resource file
containing the necessary resources of the scene. All gadgets in the application should be created from resources.
The resource file may also contain arbitrary resources that define arbitrary data needed in the state, such as
pixmaps.
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7.2.2.4 Gadgets
Regarding gadgets there are among other things some naming conventions that are important to follow.
Following the proposed naming conventions will ease the burden of identifying elements of a gadget.

Guidelines regarding gadgets are as follows:
• Name: The name of a gadget should be the same as the .c and the .h file, e.g. the gadget defined by the

button.c and button.h files should be given the name button. In the following treatment of gadgets xxx is
used for an arbitrary gadget defined by the xxx.c and xxx.h files.

• Class ID: Each gadget class must have a unique class ID that is defined in the classes.h file. The naming
convention for class IDs is that gadget xxx has the class ID defined as:
#define xxx_resource_ID <an unique number>
It is very important that this convention is followed when using resources and the RES macro.

• Structure holding initial values: This structure is defined in the header file and should be named as:
typedef struct _xxx_resource {<variables holding initial values>} xxx_resource;
When using resources it is very important that the name of this structure is the same as the class ID without
‘_ID’.

• Init function: This function is declared in the header file and defined in the source code file. The function
should be named as init_xxx_class().

• Exported functions: These functions are declared in the header file and defined in the source code file. The
name of an exported function should begin with the class name, e.g. xxx_do_something().

• The header file (.h file): The header file should be named xxx.h. It defines a gadget’s interface to the
application. Nothing except what is defined and declared in the gadgets header file are visible to the
application. The initiation structure is defined and all the exported functions are declared in the header file.
The header file should include opentv.h and nothing else. The name of the gadget is defined in the header
file by a typedef on the structure holding the private data that is defined in the source code file. The name is
defined as: typedef _xxx xxx;

It is desirable if the documentation of the header file specifies which messages that instances of this gadget
class handles, which messages that are consumed and which callback message(s) that might eventually be
generated.

• Private data: A gadgets private data is stored in a structure that is defined in the source code file. This
structure should be named as:
struct _xxx {<variables holding private data>};

• Message handler: A gadgets message handler is defined in the source code file and should be named as:
xxx_message_handler();

• The source code file (.c file):The source code file should be named xxx.c. It encapsulates and implements
the abstraction defined in the header file. It contains the structure holding an instance private data, the
message handler, definitions of exported functions and the definition of the gadget initiation function. The
header file xxx.h is included and also other header files if necessary. If the gadget aims to be general and
reusable it should however not include any application specific header files. No extern declarations are
allowed in the gadgets source code file because this implies bad encapsulation. Only by including header
files external functions and/or variables can be used.

• Private functions: These should be defined as static in the source code file and must never be declared in the
header file. The naming of private functions is totally free.

• Shared variables: If global variables are defined in the source code file they become shared between all
instances of the given class.
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Associated shapes should be specified both in the design documentation and the header file if the gadget has
shapes. How the appearance is implemented in the source code file is of no significance to the migration process,
but it is important to know if the gadget has associated shapes, i.e. a visual appearance.

7.2.2.5 Gadget Tree
How gadgets that make up the application’s GUI(s) are structured is one of the most important aspects to
consider. The application developer has the choice to either structure all the gadgets in one tree or in several
trees. The second approach is proposed since there is probably no reason to structure all gadgets in one big tree.
Each scene of the application should be associated with one state and one separate gadget tree. It is considered
easier and more natural to root a whole gadget tree with UIMS when a state change occurs than rooting a sub-
node of a big tree. By using several gadget trees it is also easier to understand the structure of the application and
the different states.

In the initial state when the gadget tree is constructed and rooted with UIMS one of the visible gadgets will most
likely get focus. The focus concept is a problem when migrating from OpenTV to Java. The reason to this
problem is that all gadgets may get focus, even the gadgets that have no shapes and hence have no visual
appearance. In Java only objects that are java.awt.Components can get focus. The following recommendations
regarding focus should be followed:

• Clearly specify in the design which gadget of a gadget tree that holds focus in the initial state.
• Never let a gadget without shapes hold focus. OpenTV focus messages is allowed to be handled by arbitrary

gadgets but should always be delegated to a gadget with shapes.
• Never set focus to gadgets that do not belong to the gadget tree currently rooted with UIMS.

One of the most important things to migrate is the message passing in the gadget trees. Which messages that are
handled and consumed must be documented somehow. This information should be present in the gadget
documentation, but it is highly recommended that the gadget tree documentation also specify the message
passing. It is bad and a cumbersome if the information must be extracted from only gadget source code files and
their message handlers.

7.2.2.6 Resources
Resources are used to separate data from code. All resource IDs must be defined in the classes.h file and all
gadgets should be created from resources with the O_gadget_new_from_resource() function. Each state of the
application must have one resource file which among other things describe all the gadgets that make up the GUI
of the state in consideration. With this approach each state’s data is separated from its code and identification of
objects of the state is facilitated.

The migration model puts much importance on the resources in the migration process since resources are used to
build the gadget trees. It might be very hard or even impossible to extract the structure of each gadget tree
associated with one state only from a resource file. Therefore it is very important that the gadget tree
documentation is exhaustive.

7.2.2.7 Messages
Most of the messages that an application receives during its lifetime are generated by the various subsystems of
OpenTV, e.g. UIMS, in response to events such as remote control usage. All of these messages are put in the
single message queue and directed to the main message loop, which normally resides in the module containing
the main function. Regarding UIMS messages that the main message loop receives these must be dispatched
using the O_ui_interactive_dispatch() function. The reason for this is that the event model in Java does not work
as the event model used by OpenTV. In Java the event will be directed directly to the component with focus.

An OpenTV application also has the opportunity to send or put messages in the single message queue. This is
done by the O_ui_callback() and the O_post_message() functions. Both these functions are supported by the
proposed migration framework, which is presented in 7.2.3 Migration Framework.
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Callback messages should be used when the application needs to inform the main message loop about some
significant event, such as an indication of a state change. The gadget in the gadget tree that generates a callback
in response to some UIMS message must consume this message by calling the O_ui_msg_used() function. This
is important because the migration model or framework does not work asynchronously in the same way as
OpenTV does. There are no restrictions on how other messages are handled.

If the application define own messages by the use of the MSG_CLASS_USER message class they may only be sent
with the O_post_message() function. If this is done in response to an UIMS message this message must be
consumed in the same way as when sending a callback message. The O_gadget_send_message() function
should not be used since it is not supported by the migration framework.

The migration framework does not support OpenTV smart variables.

7.2.2.8 Main Module
The main module is the module containing the main() function. The main() function should implement the main
message loop and thereby have overall control of the application. Since messages put into the single message
queue are retrieved by the main message loop it is natural to implement the state machine in the main module.

The main module may have exported functions that are used by other modules or gadgets for communication
with the main module without messaging. In case of exported functions they must be declared in a header file. It
is optional for the main module to have a header file.

In procedural languages like C the use of function pointers is another nice way to communicate between
functions. Gadgets and/or C modules intended to be general and that must communicate back with some caller
should take function pointers as parameters in exported function. If includes are used the coupling between
modules becomes stronger and the gadget becomes less general and hence less reusable.

7.2.2.9 C Modules
Ordinary C modules may be used instead of gadgets for different tasks. The only requirement for these is that
they have a header file specifying their interface to the application. Like with gadgets the only elements that are
accessible to the application are those which are declared in the header file.

7.2.2.10 API Usage
It is very difficult to cover the whole OpenTV API and filter it completely. Generally all API functions that goes
around a gadgets encapsulation and directly access functions and variables that are not declared in the header
file, should not be used. If the proposed guidelines are followed the application is candidate for being a GoodOTV
application. It should be noted that for guaranteed migration success when using the migration model the
OpenTV application developer(s) should be aware of the proposed framework and have that in mind when
designing and implementing the OpenTV application.

7.2.3 Migration Framework
The migration framework is composed of classes for migrating gadget classes, gadget trees, resources and event
handling. Each of the classes that make up the framework is handled in the following subchapters.

The proposed framework does not support background images or any other background usage as setting the
background colour. The reason for this is that the feature of showing background images and the background
layer management is not clearly specified in the MHP specification at the moment for this work. The framework
can be updated to support the background feature when the MHP specification is released.

7.2.3.1 GadgetAdapter
The abstract GadgetAdapter class shown in figure 7.4 is a member of the teracom.migration.event package.
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A GadgetAdapter is inherited to implement a class that is mapped from a certain gadget class. Gadgets have a
shared message handler that is implemented in the gadget.c file. This message handler is mapped to the
GadgetAdapter subclass. Regardless if a certain gadget has visual appearance or not, it still implements a
message handler, which implies the creation of a GadgetAdapter subclass.

Figure 7.4: Class diagram of GadgetAdapter.

Gadgets that have shapes, maps to both a GadgetAdapter and a java.awt.Component. The functionality
associated with a gadget’s visual appearance is mapped to the java.awt.Component while other functionality is
mapped to the GadgetAdapter subclass. One example of functionality that is not associated with visibility is the
use of callbacks.

A GadgetAdapter is always part of a GadgetNode. A GadgetAdapter instance might sometimes be shared
among several GadgetNode instances. This agrees with OpenTV where the message handler is shared among all
instances of the same gadget class.

The GadgetAdapter subclass should also implement methods and fields that are not associated with a gadgets
visual appearance.

The methods shown in the class diagram should be overridden to implement the gadget’s message handler. If the
event should propagate upwards the gadget tree, super.handleKeyPressed(), super.handleKeyReleased() or
super.handleKeyTyped() must be invoked depending on the event. If super.handleFocusGained() or
super.handleFocusLost() are invoked nothing will happen because focus events should not propagate upwards
the tree.

7.2.3.2 CallbackListener
The CallbackListener interface shown in figure 7.5 is included in the teracom.migration.event package.

Figure 7.5: Class diagram of CallbackListener interface.
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The class interested in handling callbacks should implement the CallbackListener interface and register with the
GadgetTreeHolder class through the GadgetTreeHolder’s static init() method. The implementation of the
handleCallback() method should check the callbackID of the CallbackEvent and take appropriate action. Only
GadgetNode instances belonging to the gadget tree currently rooted with the GadgetTreeHolder class are able to
make callbacks.

7.2.3.3 CallbackEvent
The CallbackEvent class shown in figure 7.6 is a member of the teracom.migration.event package.

Figure 7.6: Class diagram of CallbackEvent.

When the callback(int callbackID) method is invoked on a GadgetNode a CallbackEvent object will be created
and propagated through the GadetTreeHolder.propageteCallback() method, to the registered CallbackListener
that implements the handleCallback() method.

7.2.3.4 UserMessageListener
The UserMessageListener interface shown in figure 7.7 is a member of the teracom.migration.event package.

Figure 7.7: Class diagram of UserMessageListener interface.

The class interested in handling user defined events should implement the UserMessageListener interface and
register with GadgetTreeHolder through the GadgetTreeHolder’s init() method. The UserMessageListener
interface should be used if the OpenTV application uses MSG_CLASS_USER messages. The migration framework
only supports the use of the OpenTV API O_post_message() function. The type of the argument to the
handleMessage() method is an java.util.EventObject because the event should be defined by the application
developer.

By invoking the postMessage() method in the GadgetTreeHolder class, the
UserMessageListener.handleMessage() method will be invoked.
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7.2.3.5 GadgetNode
The GadgetNode class shown in figure 7.8 is a member of the teracom.migration.gadgettree package.

Migration of an OpenTV gadget will result in a GadgetNode that contains a GadgetAdapter and possibly a
java.awt.Component (if the gadget has shapes). In OpenTV gadgets are arranged in a tree structure that is
desirable to migrate as well. The GagdetNode class describes a tree node from the OpenTV gadget tree structure.

Figure 7.8: Class diagram of GadgetNode.

The main reason for using the GadgetNode class is to preserve the OpenTV event model. GadgetNode instances
are used when migrating gadget trees from OpenTV and provides much of the functionality that UIMS provides.
The GadgetAdapter always implements at least the gadget’s message handler and acts as a listener for the
java.awt.Component. A unique ID is used to identify each GadgetNode instance. This ID is the same as the
gadget’s instance ID found in the OpenTV application’s classes.h file. The ID is used to search for a
GadgetNode either in the rooted tree or directly from the resource where the GadgetNode is created.
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GadetNode instances are attached to other GadgetNode instances to build a gadget tree. In order for a tree of
GadgetNode instances to be visible and susceptible to events it must be rooted with the GadgetTreeHolder class.

7.2.3.6 GadgetTreeHolder
The GadgetTreeHolder class shown in figure 7.9, is a member of the teracom.migration.gadgettree package.

The GadgetTreeHolder class is used to root gadget trees like they are rooted with UIMS in OpenTV. The
GadgetTreeHolder root represents the UIMS root of the OpenTV operating environment. The notion of root has
two meanings. The root node of a gadget tree is the GadgetNode without parent. Any GadgetNode in a gadget
tree can however be the GadgetTreeHolder root.

Figure 7.9: Class diagram of GadgetTreeHolder.

All GadgetNode instances that belong to the sub tree of the rooted GadgetNode instance are alerted and
susceptible to events. A call to activate() must be done to make the java.awt.Component instances of the tree
visible. The activate() call propagates recursively downwards the tree from the GadgetNode instance that was
invoked first.

When calling the setRoot() method to root a gadget tree a java.awt.Container containing the components of the
gadget tree must be supplied. Also the GadgetNode instance of the gadget tree that shall be the root and the
GadgetNode instance holding the java.awt.Component instance that shall get focus must be supplied. If the
isActivate parameter is set to true the tree will automatically be activated from the rooted GadgetNode instance.

Before the static methods of the GadgetTreeHolder class are used the init() method must be invoked once to
register a java.awt.Container instance, a CallbackListener instance and an UserMessageHandler instance. The
registered java.awt.Container instance should appropriately be a HAVi User-Interface Hscene, [30].

The GadgetTreeHolder class propagates callbacks if there is a registered CallbackListener. Also user-defined
events can be posted with the GadgetTreeHolder class and will be sent to the registered UserMessageListener
(if there is any). It is important to recognise that there is no message queue like in OpenTV. Callback events and
user events are generated as a side effect of some event and are handled synchronously when generated.
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The nodeSearch() method is used to search for GadgetNode instances by ID and the
searchNodeWithComponent() method are used to search for GadgetNode instances by a java.awt.Component.
Both methods apply to the gadget tree currently rooted with the GadgetTreeHolder class.

7.2.3.7 StateResource
The abstract StateResource class shown in figure 7.10, is a member of the teracom.migration.resource
package.

OpenTV resources are migrated by sub classing the StateResource class. The setRoot(), setFocusedNode(),
setContainer() and buildNode() methods are protected and intended to be used by the extended resource class.
They should be used in the implementation of the abstract init() method. The init() method should create all
GadgetAdapter instances and java.awt.Component instances of a gadget tree and after that build the gadget tree
by using the buildNode() method.

Figure 7.10: Class diagram of StateResource.

It is important to recognise that all java.awt.Components that make up the user interface for a specific state must
be put in a java.awt.Container. This container must be set once by invoking the setContainer() method in the
init() method implementation. The application developer should never add java.awt.Component instances
directly to the java.awt.Container. The reason to this is that the buildNode() method tries to add all supplied
java.awt.Component instances to the specified container. If buildNode() does not succeed with this because the
container is not set,  the java.awt.Component instances will be added when a java.awt.Container is set. If
components are added directly by the application developer they will be added twice to the container.

When rooting a gadget tree with the GadetTreeHolder class the GadgetNode containing the component that
should have focus and the container holding the components are needed. The root GadgetNode is retrieved by
the getRoot() method, the focused GadgetNode is retrieved by the getFocusedNode() method and the container
is retrieved by the getContainer() method.
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With the searchGadgetNode() method a StateResource instance may be searched by gadgetID for a
GadgetNode that is not in the gadget tree currently rooted with the GadgetTreeHolder class.

7.2.4 Migration of Application Elements
Migration of the elements derived from the common application features (see 7.1 Common Application
Features) is considered in the following subchapters. The proposed structure of a migrated DVB-J application is
presented in 7.2.4.1 Application Structure Migration. Each application element is then handled separately and
each description includes how to migrate the functionality of the element to corresponding functionality of a
DVB-J application.

7.2.4.1 Application Structure Migration
A migrated OpenTV application should have a Java application structure that looks something like the
application structure shown in figure 7.11. If applications do not for example use any return channel the
proposed application structure contains the basic elements that most applications should need to have. Many of
the elements are members of the migration framework and have already been considered. The migration model
does however include more elements than the migration framework classes. These are described below.

Figure 7.11: Application structure of the proposed migration model.

In the OpenTV classes.h file all IDs, such as class IDs, gadget instance IDs and resource IDs, are defined. Only
the gadget instance IDs are needed in the Java application. In the Classes class all gadget instance IDs are
defined as static variables. This means that the IDs are available to all application entities that need them. A
declared gadget’s ID name and value should not be changed in the Java implementation.
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Figure 7.12: The main class named as Master.

The main class (called Master as shown in figure 7.12) is the class that handles much of the functionality found
in the OpenTV module containing the main() function. It implements all interfaces that are needed for
communication with other application entities. It is a suggestion that the main class implements the MHP
specific Xlet interface. The resident MHP application manager communicates with the application through the
Xlet interface.

The Master class contains an application state reference (AppState) and mainly acts as a mediator of callbacks
to the current state. When a callback is generated by a GadgetNode in the currently rooted gadget tree the
callback will reach the main class when the GadgetTreeHolder class invokes the handleCallback() method. In
response to callbacks the main class in most cases calls the current state’s processEvent() method and the
current state object takes appropriate action. The different states decide what appropriate action should be taken
and the main class has overall control over the state machine.

There should be a two-way communication between the main class and the different state objects. Therefore the
StateBrowser interface and the MigAppBrowser interface are suggested. The StateBrowser interface must be
implemented so that the different states can send event codes back to the main class by invoking the
handleStateEvent() method. The MigAppBrowser interface extends StateBrowser and is application specific.
All methods that are needed by the different states for communication with the main class, when event codes is
not sufficient, should be declared in this interface.

The main class uses the GadgetTreeHolder class to register a main java.awt.Container and register itself as a
CallbackListener and a UserMessageListener.
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Figure 7.13: Application state hierarchy.

The application state hierarchy shown in figure 7.13 is implemented using the State design pattern, [14, 18]. In a
GoodOTV application each scene of the application should be defined as a state. Each state consists of a gadget
tree and resources defined in a resource file (.rc). The state management is supposed to occur in the main
message loop and is activated in response to for example a callback message. The main part of the code for
handling each state in OpenTV is mapped to one concrete state class. There may however be functionality that is
more appropriate to include in the main class. As an example it is a design issue if a state object should handle
database communication or if the main class should invoke the transaction with some appropriate object.

Each concrete state of the application is encapsulated in a state class that extends the abstract AppState class. A
registered MigAppBrowser communicates with the different states by invoking the processEvent() method with
an event code as argument. Each state is also able to communicate back with the MigAppBrowser by invoking
the methods declared in the MigAppBrowser interface.

Each state object rules a specific state and has a reference to a subclass of StateResource containing the
resources that belongs to the specific state. Each state uses the GadgetTreeHolder class for setting the root, the
focused node and the state specific java.awt.Container.

The MigAppBrowser starts the state machine by invoking the static start() method of the AppState class, which
returns the first state. After that each state handles itself and responds to event codes when the processEvent()
method is invoked. The state decides if and when a state transition should occur and the processEvent() method
returns a state object. The returned state object may be a new state object or the same state object on which the
processEvent() method was invoked. A state transition is done internally in a state object by calling the
protected enter() method on some appropriate state instance. The AppState class holds a reference to each state
object in static protected variables.

Often a state needs to communicate with some GadgetNode in the rooted gadget tree. When this is necessary the
state may hold a reference to the needed GadgetNode. The reference to this GadgetNode is appropriately
retrieved by searching the resource with the searchGadgetNode() method, defined in the StateResource class. It
is however not always necessary for a state to communicate with its gadget tree and therefore this
communication is not shown in the application structure diagram (see figure 7.11).
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Figure 7.14: State resource hierarchy.

The abstract StateResource class is already discussed in 7.2.3.7 StateResource but it remains to consider the
concrete resource sub classes. Each resource class that extends StateResource should implement the singleton
design pattern, [14, 18]. The reason for this is that there should never be more than one instance of a resource in
the application. The resource instance is available to all elements of the application by the static getInstance()
method and this solution agrees with OpenTV where all resources are public to all application entities. A
resource class is mainly used by the state instance that manages the state to which the resource belongs. When
the resource is initiated with the init() method all elements that the state object needs are available in the
resource.

Each gadget’s message handler is mapped to a gadget handler class that extends the GadgetAdapter class as
shown in figure 7.11. Each GadgetNode contains one GadgetAdapter, zero or one java.awt.Component and an
arbitrary number of GadgetNode instances.

7.2.4.2 Gadget Class Migration
Gadget class migration includes that the gadget’s interface to the application, the abstraction and the
functionality (i.e. how it respond to function calls and messages delivered to the message handler) must be
preserved. In the migration process one of the most important things to consider is if the gadget has shapes. An
OpenTV gadget class is migrated differently if the gadget class contains shapes than if it does not contain shapes.
If the gadget contain shapes it will be mapped to a Java lightweight component and a subclass of the
GadgetAdapter class. If the gadget has no shapes it will be completely mapped to a subclass of the
GadgetAdapter class. The mapping process is illustrated in the following figures.
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Header file [xxx.h file]

Name [typedef _xxx xxx;]

Init structure [struct _xxx_resource{… } xxx_resource;]

Declared init function [init_xxx_class();]

Declared exported functions
[xxx_exported1(); xxx_exportedN();]

Source code file [xxx.c file]

Shared variables [variables]

Structure holding private data [struct _xxx;]

Shared message handler [xxx_message_handler(){...}]

Defined init function [init_xxx_class(){… }]

Defined exported functions
[xxx_exported1(){… } xxx_exportedN(){… }]

Private functions [static a_fun(){… }]

OpenTV Gadget Class, named as: xxx

Figure 7.15: Elements of an OpenTV Gadget Class.

The different entities of an OpenTV gadget class is shown in figure 7.15. Gadget classes of an OpenTV
application can be identified from the design documentation or the OpenTV classes.h. The init_xxx_class()
function  looses its meaning in the Java application and there may also be variables which are OpenTV specific
and therefore will not be mapped. Private functions in the source code file may be mapped or the encapsulated
implementation in the source code file may be implemented by other private methods. It is up to the application
developer to take the decisions and it should never be forgotten that care must be taken so that the abstraction
and functionality of the OpenTV gadget class are preserved.

Before mapping a gadget class the meaning of the gadget must be understood. If the gadget is aimed to be a
visible component that makes up part of the interactive GUI it contains shapes. The gadget may also be aimed to
handle some functionality without being visible in which case it does not contain shapes. If the gadget does not
contain shapes the migration process proceeds as illustrated in figure 6.16. In this case all elements and
functionality of the OpenTV gadget class is mapped to a Java class which extends the GadgetAdapter class from
the proposed migration framework. It is suggested that the extended GadgetAdapter class always be named as
XxxHandler when the OpenTV gadget is named xxx. The reason to this naming is to preserve the gadget’s name
and at the same time define that this is the class that implements the event listener regardless if there is an
associated java.awt.Component or not. By analysing the private data structure in the xxx.c file the private
variables needed to hold the internal state are identified. The arguments to the constructor are decided by
identifying the initiation structure from the xxx.h file. The event handling is achieved by overriding appropriate
functions in the GadgetAdapter class. The documentation of The OpenTV application should somehow specify
which messages a gadget handles, specify if the gadget generates messages such as callbacks and specify
messages that are consumed and/or propagated. If this information is not enough the implementation of the
message handler xxx_message_handler() function might be consulted to find out how the gadget reacts to
messages delivered to its message handler.
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Java Class that extends GadgetAdapter, named as: XxxHandler

Private static variables [The shared variables from the xxx.c file.]

Private variables [Significant variables from the private data structure in the xxx.c file.]

Constructor [Arguments: decided from the init structure in the xxx.h file.]

Public methods [The exported functions from the xxx.h file. The xxx.c may be
used for implementation help. The init_xxx_class is not maped.]

Private methods [Private functions from xxx.c may be maped or new private methods may be
defined.]

Event handling [Handling events is done by overriding appropriate methods in the GadgetAdapter class.]

migration

OpenTV Gadget Class without shapes, named as: xxx

Header file [xxx.h file] Source code file [xxx.c file]

Figure 7.16: Migration of OpenTV Gadget Class without shapes.

If the gadget class does contain shapes the use of a Java lightweight component is indicated and the migration
process proceeds as illustrated in figure 7.17. In this case the mapping of the OpenTV gadget class named xxx is
always done by implementing a XxxHandler class and a Xxx class that extends java.awt.Component. The key
question in this mapping is if there is any internal state information in the OpenTV gadget class that is not
appropriate to hold in the java.awt.Component. If there is no such state information the functionality, except the
propagation of events, of a gadget may in many cases be completely mapped to the lightweight component class
that extends java.awt.Component. If there are some state information that is not appropriate to hold in the
component (such as if the component shall generate a callback message in response to some event) this
functionality is implemented in the XxxHandler class. Regarding event handling the java.awt.Component
subclass must enable the events it reacts to. No other event handling than what is component specific (such as
eventually changing colours when focus is gained) is implemented in the java.awt.Component subclass. All
other event handling is done in the XxxHandler class by overriding appropriate functions in the GadgetAdapter
class. It is important to remember that if an event handling method is overridden from the GadgetAdapter class
then a call to super on the same method must be invoked when the event should propagate upwards the gadget
tree. If the event is consumed then no call to super should be done.

When an OpenTV gadget class is migrated with a GadgetAdapter and/or a java.awt.Component class, instances
of the class/classes must be placed in a GadgetNode instance when the migration framework is used. The gadget
tree from OpenTV is mapped by attaching GadgetNode instances to some parent GadgetNode instance. The
composed gadget tree are then rooted with the GadgetTreeHolder class and activated to make the components
visible and susceptible to events. This arrangement preserves the event model from OpenTV.
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Java Class that extends GadgetAdapter,
named as: XxxHandler

Private static variables [There should not be any.]

Private variables [Variables from the private data structure in the
xxx.c file that is used for holding state information which is not
appropriate to hold in the component. For example information
about if the component generates callbacks or not.]

Event handling [Handling events is done by overriding
appropriate methods in the GadgetAdapter class.]

Constructor, public methods, and private methods [If there is no
state which can not be implemented in the component, there may
not be any  methods in this class. Otherwise methods that are not
appropriate to put in the component are implemented here.]

Lightweight component. Java Class that
extends java.awt.Component, named as: Xxx

Private variables [Significant and adequate variables
from the private data structure in the xxx.c file.]

Event handling [Events that the component reacts to are enabled.
No other event handling than what is component specific. All
application specific event handling is done in the XxxHandler
class. Propagateion of events are always done by the
GadgetAdapter by default or by XxxHandler when adequate.]

Constructor [Arguments: decided from
the init structure in the xxx.h file]

Public methods [Exported functions from the xxx.h file that are
appropriate to implement in the component. Some functions may
be appropriate to implement in the XxxHandler class.]

Private variables [How the private functions are maped
is up to the application developer.]

Migration

OpenTV Gadget Class with shapes, named as: xxx

Header file [xxx.h file] Source code file [xxx.c file]

Figure 7.17: Migration of OpenTV Gadget Class containing shapes.

7.2.4.3 Resource Migration
In a GoodOTV application each scene of the application should be defined as a state which consists of a gadget
tree and resources defined in a resource file (.rc). Gadgets containing shapes in the gadget tree make up the scene
or GUI of the state. All gadget instances should be created from resources and the resource file belonging to a
state defines all gadget initialisation structure resources for that particular state. The resource file may also define
other arbitrary resources and/or pixmaps that are needed in the scene. Figure 7.18 shows the different entities of
an OpenTV resource file and how these elements are mapped to a Java class in the migration process.
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Java Class that extends StateResource, named as: StateXResource

Private variables [Significant variables of those defined in the OpenTV resource file.]

Constructor [The constructor is declared as private when the
recommendation to implement this class as a singleton is followed.]

Other public methods [When this class is implemented as a singleton, only a getInstance()
method used to retrive the StateXResource instance should be needed.]

Public variables [All resources in the OpenTV resource file which are not gadget resources should be defined in public
variables.]

Initialisation [The abstract init() method from the StateResource class must be implemented. This method should
create all GadgetNodes by the buildNode() method from StateResource, set the gadget tree root, set the GadgetNode
with initial focus, and create and set a java.awt.Container used for the Components of the GUI of stateX’s scene. ]

migration

OpenTV Resource file for a scene, named as: stateXresource.rc

Includes [The OpenTV classes.h file and pixmaps used in this scene.]

Typedefs [Needed for resources other than gadget resources.]

Defined variables [Variables needed in some resource]

Resources [Especially gadget resources. There may also be other defined resources.]

Design document

Specifying the
gadget tree of
stateX with all
gadgets, how the
gadget tree looks in
the initial stage, and
which gadget that
holds focus in the
initial stage etc.

Figure 7.18: Migration of an OpenTV resource file (.rc file) containing resources.

When the proposed migration framework is used the StateResource class is inherited to create the different
resource classes into which each OpenTV resource file is mapped. An OpenTV resource file named as
stateXresource.rc should be mapped to a Java class named as StateXResource and it is recommended that the
StateXResource class is implemented as a singleton [14, 18]. The motivation for this is that there should never
be more than one instance of a resource class in the Java application and a resource instance should be within
reach to all elements of the application like resources are in an OpenTV application. When resource classes are
implemented as singleton there must be a public and static getInstance() method in each class which is used to
retrieve the resource instance and the constructor must be declared as private because the application is not
allowed to explicitly create instances of the class.

Appropriate approaches must be taken when mapping the different elements of an OpenTV resource file.
OpenTV pixmaps must be converted to some proper format. If there are typedefs it can not be generally stated
how they should be handled. They may be ignored in many or most cases but there may be typedefs, which can
not be ignored. For example a typedef on a C structure (struct) may require a class definition to represent the
structure etc. An OpenTV resource file often contains variable definitions that are used in some gadgets initial
value structure. It is up to the application developer to recognise which of the variables that are significant and
the significant ones should in most cases be defined in private variables.

When it comes to migration of specific resources in a resource file two kind of resources must be considered;
gadget initialisation structure resources and other arbitrary resources. All non-gadget initialisation structure
resources should be defined in public variables when possible. In most cases it should be possible to use public
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variables and if not the application developer must solve the problem because it is not possible to generally
define the mapping solution to all possible problems that may occur.

The most important issue is how to migrate the gadget resources from a resource file. When doing this it is not
enough for the application developer to be aware of the classes to use for creating instances of each gadget
defined in the resource file. The application developer must also have additional information about:

• How are gadgets structured in this state’s gadget tree?
• Which gadget is intended to be the gadget tree root?
• Which gadgets should be attached to the tree initially?
• Which gadget has the input focus initially?

This information may be very hard or even impossible to extract from the resource file and therefore there must
be design documentation available, which the application developer can consult to get important information.
When the needed information is available and the gadget tree structure is understood the abstract init() method
must be implemented in the resource class. In the init() method all GadgetNodes should be created. The
buildNode() method is used to create GadgetNode instances. The buildNode() method also builds the structure
of the initial gadget tree. The reason for this is that the buildNode() method registers each created GadgetNode
so that the resource instance can be used to search for GadgetNode instances. The arguments to the buildNode()
method are a java.awt.Component instance, a GadgetAdapter instance, a gadget ID and a parent GadgetNode
instance, which can be null if the newly created GadgetNode does not have a parent. The gadget-IDs are
retrieved from the class that mapped the OpenTV classes.h file. The java.awt.Component and GadgetAdapter
instances are created in the resource instance from the classes obtained when migrating the corresponding
OpenTV gadget class.

The init() method of the resource class must also register the root of the gadget tree, register the GadgetNode
which contains the component that is intended to get focus in the initial stage and create and register a
java.awt.Container instance which is used to hold the components that make up the GUI of the state. If the init()
method is implemented in a correct manner the application is ready to use the resource instance after the init()
method has been invoked once.

Note: The application developer might sometimes discover OpenTV gadgets that loose their meaning in the Java
application and hence seems to become unnecessary. Care must be taken if and when such gadgets are removed
in the migration of the application in concern. It is very important to preserve the gadget tree structure, which
suggests that in many cases the ‘unnecessary’ gadget might be hard to remove. Instead the only function for the
migrated gadget might be to propagate events in the gadget tree, or to just act as a tree node that holds other tree
children. The proposed migration model suggests that all gadgets in an OpenTV application should be migrated,
but at the same time emphasises that there are circumstances when other decisions are justified.

7.2.4.4 Event Model Migration
If the proposed framework is used the OpenTV event model is automatically migrated and included. It is
however important for framework users to understand how events in the Java environment should be handled in
order to achieve a successful migration. Events being considered are focus events and key events that are the
only events supported by the proposed framework. Future versions of the migration framework may benefit from
supporting other event types, e.g. mouse events. Figure 7.19 illustrates how UIMS messages propagate in
OpenTV and key events propagates in a gadget tree built by GadgetNode instances. There is strong coupling
between the GadgetTreeHolder, GadgetAdapters and GadgetNodes. Only the gadget tree rooted with the
GadgetTreeHolder class is able to make its components visible and propagate events.
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OpenTV gadget instance

has focus

UIMS root gadget tree root

UIMS message

main message loop

OpenTV

GadgetAdapter instance (listener)

java.awt.Component instance

OpenTV UIMS message / Java key event

Java

has focus

GadgetTreeHolder root gadget tree root

key event

GadgetNode instance

Figure 7.19: UIMS Messages in OpenTV vs. KeyEvents in Java gadget tree.

In OpenTV key events or viewer generated events result in UIMS messages delivered to the application. These
UIMS messages are retrieved and dispatched by the main message loop with the result that the gadget with input
focus in the gadget tree currently rooted with UIMS gets the message. In a Java application the visible
component with focus will retrieve the event directly from the system. This is the reason to why a GoodOTV
application must dispatch all UIMS messages in the main message loop.

If an OpenTV gadget in the rooted gadget tree does not consume a message it will propagate upwards the gadget
tree until the message is consumed or the gadget tree root is reached. This is not the case in Java. When a
component gets an event it will inform all its registered listeners which in turn take appropriate action. There is
no passing of event feature in Java that resembles the one in OpenTV.

OpenTV gadget trees are represented by GadgetNode instances, which are arranged in the same structure as the
gadget tree in OpenTV. A GadgetNode instance always contains one GadgetAdapter instance which can be seen
as a listener object and depending on if the OpenTV gadget has shapes or not a GadgetNode instance has zero or
one java.awt.Component instance. When a listener (a sub classed GadgetAdapter instance) is invoked to handle
some key event it is important to understand that appropriate methods in the super class must be invoked at the
end of the event handling if the event should propagate upwards the gadget tree. It is also important to
understand that the default implementation of the key event handling methods in the GadgetAdapter class
automatically propagates the key event. If this behaviour is not wanted the key event methods must be override
and no call to super should be made.

In OpenTV focus is set explicitly in the application code and will result in an UIMS message directly delivered
to the gadget that gains focus and an UIMS message directly delivered to the gadget that loses focus. The point is
that all gadgets in OpenTV can be set to have focus, even gadgets that are not visible. This is not possible in Java
where only visible java.awt.Components can have focus. Because focus events are not allowed to propagate in
the proposed framework OpenTV gadgets which have no shapes and handles focus messages must be migrated
carefully. The purpose of such gadgets in OpenTV is mainly to set focus to some other gadget with shapes when
a focus message is retrieved. In the Java application such gadgets will not get any focus event but must set focus
like they do in the OpenTV application in response to some key event.
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7.2.4.5 Main Code Migration
The OpenTV main module is the module which contains the main() function. The most important part of the
main() function is the main message loop. In the migration model the MSG_CLASS_UIMS and
MSG_CLASS_CALLBACK message classes are considered. It is established that the migration framework also
supports MSG_CLASS_USER messages when they are sent with the OpenTV API function O_post_message(),
not otherwise. The application developer must solve the handling of other message classes that the main message
loop handles in an OpenTV application.

There may be some problems with the asynchronous nature of many OpenTV API functions. When an
asynchronous function is executed the application will be notified about the termination of the function call by a
message which is put in the single message queue. This means that the single threaded application always is in
control of what happens. If such functionality is required, great care must be taken before introducing a
multithreaded Java application. It may be dangerous if a Java application executes in several threads without
synchronisation. Refer chapter 9 Future Work for further discussion on this topic.

Besides messages handling the state machine that controls and handles callbacks and state transitions is
implemented in the main message loop. Mainly the main class of the resulting Java application will respond to
callback events by executing a processEvent() method on the current state instance. If the proposed model
including the proposed state machine is not regarded as appropriate it is free to use the migration framework
with some other approach.

If there is a header file belonging to the main module the functions and/or variables declared there should be
defined in corresponding public methods and/or public variables in the class into which the main module is
mapped. Instances of classes that map gadgets and/or C modules which include the main header file must
somehow be given a reference to the instance of the main class so that they can call the appropriate public
methods when required. There may also be functions defined in the OpenTV main module, which are to be
referenced with function pointers. This indicates that the Java application’s main class should implement some
appropriate interface and by some way register with the application elements in concern so that they can consult
the main class instance when required.
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8 Framework and Model Verification
In this chapter the development and migration of a test application is presented. The application is based on a
fictive application specification which purpose is to act as a test specification. The test specification is written so
that the application will incorporate the identified common features of a digital TV application which are
presented in chapter 7 Application Migration Model.

The application is implemented in OpenTV and then migrated to DVB-J using the proposed migration model.

8.1 Purpose
The purpose with the test application is to verify the migration model presented in chapter 7 Application
Migration Model and to investigate the work process of an actual application migration. Another important
purpose of the test is to investigate any possible problems of using the model. To make the verification of the
migration model as good as possible it was decided that the core elements of a digital TV application should be
included in the OpenTV implementation. Another important feature of the test application is that it is
implemented as a GoodOTV application and thereby follows the OpenTV guidelines presented in chapter 7.2.2
OpenTV Guidelines.

When the implementation and verification of the OpenTV application is finished the next step is to begin the
migration process, which consists of two main tasks. These tasks are to identify the different elements of the
OpenTV application and to use the proposed model to implement it as a DVB-J application. Before the
migration work can be considered finished the resulting application is verified against the specification.

8.2 Specification of Test Application
The application builds on a simple idea that consists of that the user enters the name of two pictures, which is
done by using the remote control and a virtual keyboard. When the user has entered the names of the pictures
they are shown on the screen one by one. The name of the application is migApp as in migration application.

8.2.1 Application Description
The application consists of two scenes. The first scene is where the user enters the names of the pictures that
should be displayed. The second scene is where the pictures actually are displayed.

In the first scene the user presses the ‘Show Pictures’ button when the names of the pictures have been entered.
The application then changes to the next scene where the user selects which picture to display. The user can get
to the first scene by pressing the ‘Back’ button and enter names of new pictures. If the pictures whose names are
entered do not exist an error message is shown and the user can enter new picture named.

The pictures the user can choose among are limited to those sent with the application. Pictures can not be fetched
externally.

8.2.2 Input Scene
The input scene is the first scene that is displayed for the user. This is where the user enters the names of the two
pictures to display. The layout of on-screen objects of the input scene looks like in figure 8.1.
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Figure 8.1: Input scene of test application.

The user navigates the virtual keyboard by pressing the left and right arrow buttons on the remote control. This
will cause the input focus to shift between the virtual keyboard buttons. Initial input focus is set to the button
labelled ‘A’. When a button has input focus the user can press ‘OK’ on the remote control to write that character
to one of the two input textfields. The virtual keyboard also has two buttons for deleting characters or clearing all
text in an input textfield.

To navigate between the two textfields and the ‘Show Pictures’ button the user presses the up and down arrow
keys on the remote control. This controls which textfield the entered characters from the virtual keyboard are
written to. When navigating between the textfields the input focus is still with one of the virtual keyboard
buttons. If the user navigates to the ‘Show Pictures’ button input focus is taken from the virtual keyboard and
given to the ‘Show Pictures’ button. When navigating away from the ‘Show Pictures’ button input focus is given
back to button that last had the input focus in the virtual keyboard.

When the names of the pictures have been entered the user presses the ‘Show Pictures’ button that causes the
application to change to the show scene where the user can view the pictures. If the pictures whose names were
entered does not exist or if the user presses the ‘Show Pictures’ and one or both textfields are empty an error
message is shown as in figure 8.2. The user hides the message by pressing ‘OK’ on the remote control.
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Figure 8.2: Error message in input scene.

8.2.3 Show Scene
When the user has entered two names of existing pictures the show scene is displayed. In this scene the user can
view the pictures. The on-screen layout looks like in figure 8.3.

Picture 1

Picture 2

Back << pictu
re 

>>

Showing picture XXX
’Picture 1’ button

’Picture 2’ button

’Back’ button

picture frame

Figure 8.3: Show scene of test application.

When the show scene first is displayed no picture is displayed. Which picture to view is decided by navigating
and pressing the buttons labelled ‘Picture 1’ and ‘Picture 2’. To display a picture the user presses one of the two
buttons. The picture is displayed in the picture frame. Pressing the ‘Back’ button causes the application to change
to the input scene.
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To navigate between the three buttons in the show scene the user presses the up and down arrow keys on the
remote control. The input focus is always at one of the three buttons.

When the user presses the ‘Back’ button and comes back to the input scene to enter names of new pictures the
textfields are empty and the input focus is given to the virtual keyboard button labelled ‘A’.

8.3 OpenTV Implementation
This part describes the OpenTV design and implementation. This work is based on the specification presented
above. To follow the proposed migration model the implementation is done so that the application becomes a
GoodOTV application. Accordingly to the migration model this is a requirement for the migration process to
work.

8.3.1 Application Structure
The application structure of the OpenTV implementation of the migApp includes the definition of the different
source code files and header files and their relationship, which is shown in figure 8.4. Another part of the
application structure is to define where in the application the main functionality should be put.

classes.h

icon.h

icon.c

migApp.c

screen.h

screen.c

pushbutton.h

pushbutton.c

keygroup.h

keygroup.c

textfield.h

textfield.c

textarea.h

textarea.c

state1handler.h

state1handler.c

state2handler.h

state2handler.c

input_resource.rc

show_resource.rc

gadgetsgadget header include

classes.h include

migApp.flo

other files

resource files

makefileimage2.pix

pixmap files

image1.pix

pixmap include

Figure 8.4: Application structure for OpenTV application migApp.

For a certain gadget the header file (gadget.h) is included in the gadget source code file (gadget.c). All gadget
header files are included in the classes.h file. The classes.h file is in then included in the migApp.c file.

The migApp.c file is where the overall functionality for the application is implemented. By the include structure
of the application all gadget header files are visible to the migApp.c file. The gadget implementation in the
gadget.c files is hidden to the rest of the application.

In the migApp application there are two separate resource files. They are named input_resource.rc and
show_resource.rc. These resource files include the classes.h file to get knowledge about ID definitions and the
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gadget initiation structures declared in the gadget header files. The resource files are not included anywhere else
in the application since they are attached to the application and handled by the resource manager.

The pixmap (.pix) files that belong to the application are included in the input_resource.rc file.

Other files that also belong to the application are the makefile, which contains compile directives and the
migApp.flo file, which contains the flow description for the application.

8.3.2 Gadgets
The application needs a collection of gadgets. Some gadgets are visible on-screen objects while some gadgets are
more or less only implemented for the use as message handlers. In this test application the following gadgets is
identified.

• pushbutton gadget
The pushbutton gadget has a visual appearance. A pushbutton can get the input focus and listen for remote
control events. A pushbutton can also be given the possibility to generate a callback on an ‘OK’ remote control
event. The pushbutton gadget is used to implement the virtual keyboard buttons of migApp etc.
 
• keygroup gadget
The keygroup gadget is only implemented as a message handler. It is used to group together the pushbutton
gadgets of the virtual keyboard and the picture button in the show scene of migApp. The main task for the
keygroup gadget is to receive navigation messages and delegate the input focus to a new gadget. The keygroup
gadget can navigate either horizontally or vertically depending on the value in the initiation structure.

• textfield gadget
The textfield gadget shows a single line text string. This gadget is not intended to get input focus. A textfield
gadget can however be set active so that the application knows which textfield it should write entered characters
to. The textfield gadget is used to implement the input textfields and different labels used in the application.

• screen gadget
The screen gadget is the root gadget in both gadget trees of migApp. It has no visual appearance but acts as an
initiator for each gadget tree. It holds functionality to set the root gadget and set the palette.

• icon gadget
The icon gadget shows an OpenTV pixmap. The pixmap can be set during runtime with a function declared in
the gadget header file. The icon gadget is used to show the pictures in migApp.

• textarea gadget
The textarea gadget displays multiple lines of text. The text is not editable, but the text can however be replaced
and deleted during runtime. The textarea gadget is used to show error messages in migApp.

• state1handler gadget
The state1handler gadget has no visual appearance but acts as a message handler for the input scene of migApp.
This gadget holds the main functionality for the input scene of migApp.

• state2handler gadget
The state2handler gadget has no visual appearance but acts as a message handler for the show scene of migApp.
This gadget holds the main functionality for the show scene of migApp.

Some of the described gadgets are application specific while others are not. To make gadgets reusable in other
applications it is important to put all application specific functionality in as few gadgets as possible.

8.3.3 States of the Test Application
The structure of the application depends on which application states are identified. A state is often identified by
common on-screen components. This test application has two such distinct states. The first state, which is called
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input_state, is where the user enters picture names whose corresponding pictures are displayed in the second
state. The second state is called show_state. Events that cause a state change are shown in figure 8.5.

input_state show_state

input names OK

back event

error input names

Figure 8.5: States for test application migApp.

If the user presses the ‘Show Pictures’ button and the entered picture names does not exist causes the application
to remain in the input_state. This is shown in figure 8.5 as ‘error input names’.

A state change from input_state to show_state occurs when the user has entered the names of two pictures that
both exist and pressed the 'Show Pictures' button. The application then changes from the input_state to the
show_state. This is shown in figure 8.5 as ‘input names OK’.

When the user presses the 'Back' button in the show_state the state of the applcation changes to the input_state.
This is shown in figure 8.5 as ‘back event’.

The main message loop holds the functionality of state change through callbacks from the two states. Callback
messages are sent to the main message loop, which decides if the application should change state or not.

8.3.4 Gadget Tree
Each application state has a gadget tree structure. That means that the test application uses two different gadget
trees. The gadget tree structure for input_state is shown in figure 8.6.

a_pushbutton clear_pushbutton

input_keygroup

input_state1handler

pic1_textfield

pic2_textfield

show_pushbutton

error_textarea

label1_textfield

label2_textfield

input_screen

Initial Focus

Initially not
active(visible)

Figure 8.6: Gadget tree structure for input_state of migApp.
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In the input_state the gadget tree holds all gadgets instances that belongs to that state. The root gadget instance
of input_state is the input_screen gadget instance. Initial focus is given to the a_pushbutton gadget instance.
The error_textarea gadget instance is initially deactivated in the gadget tree.

For the second state of migApp, which is called show_state, the gadget tree structure is shown in figure 8.7.

pic1_pushbutton

show_keygroup

show_state2handler

label3_textfield show_icon

show_screen

pic2_pushbutton back_pushbutton

Initial Focus

Figure 8.7: Gadget tree structure of show_state of migApp.

The root gadget instance of show_state is the show_screen gadget instance. Initial focus in the show_state is
given to the pic1_pushbutton instance.

8.3.5 Resources
Each application state has its own resource file. The resource files contain listings of gadget initiation structure
resources and additional resources for each application state. The resources for input_state and show_state are
contained the input_resource.rc file and the show_resource.rc file, respectively.

The input_resource.rc file defines two additional resources besides gadget resources, which are a string array
and a pixmap array.

8.3.6 Content Format
Pictures shown in the application are converted into the OpenTV pixmap format. The image format that the
images first are produced in does not matter as long as the images can be converted to the bitmap (.bmp) format.
The colour depth of the converted bitmaps are 16 colours (4 bit colour depth). The original images have a
resolution of 150x150 pixels.

8.3.7 Communication between Application States
Communication of data between application states is an important issue since it is a design issue that has impact
on both gadget design and overall application structure. The solution of how applications states communicate in
migApp is shown in figure 8.8.
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Figure 8.8: Data exchange between states in migApp.

When the user has entered the information in the input_state and presses the ‘Show Pictures’ button a callback
message is sent to the main message loop (figure 8.8:1). This is an indication of a state change. The main code
calls functions that are provided by the state1handler gadget to get the entered data (figure 8.8:2). This data is
verified for correctness. The data fetched from the input_state is stored in the main code (figure 8.8:3).

If the entered data is correct the main code makes a state change to the show_state. To make the
show_state2handler gadget instance aware of which data was produced in the input_state function pointers are
sent to the show_state2handler gadget instance (figure 8.8:4). These are pointers to functions in the main code
that returns the generated data from the input_state. By these functions the show_state2handler gadget can
fetch data available from the main code (figure 8.8:5).

8.3.8 Application Files
• migApp.c
This is the main source code file that contains the main message loop as well as the main functionality of the
application, including the state handling of the application.

• classes.h
The classes.h file contains definitions of necessary resource IDs, gadget class IDs and gadget instance IDs. Most
resources are gadget resources.

• Gadget files
A gadget consists of two files. The first is the gadget header file (gadget.h). The other file is the gadget source
code file (gadget.c) that implements the interface declared in the header file.

• Resource files
Resource files include definitions of gadget resources and other resources. This application has two resource
files that are named input_resource.rc and show_resource.rc.

• Pixmap files
Pixmap files included in the application are the actual pictures that can be displayed. These files are converted
from bitmap (.bmp) files.

• makefile
The makefile contains compile directives for the application.
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• Flow description
The flow description is defined in a file called migApp.flo. The flow description contains scheduling of the
OpenTV modules.

8.4 Migration of Test Application
The migration process consists of two main tasks of which the first is to identify different elements of the
OpenTV application. These elements are then migrated using the proposed migration model. The migration
model describes how different elements of an OpenTV application map to Java classes and interfaces by the use
of the proposed migration framework. The finished application is then built upon these produced classes and
interfaces.

Remaining part of chapter 8.4 Framework and Model Verification describes how different elements of the test
application are identified and what consequences this has on the Java implementation.

8.4.1 Gadget Identification and Migration
Before the migration can be performed it is necessary to identify the gadget instances that are used in migApp.
This subchapter describes the actual migration of the gadget classes of migApp and what Java classes are used
from the proposed framework.

• screen gadget
The only task for the DVB-J implementation of the screen gadget is to be a node in the gadget tree able to hold
children. For clarity this migration test will keep the screen gadget and use it only for the purpose of being a tree
node that can hold children.

The files screen.h and screen.c that makes up the screen gadget map into a Java class named ScreenHandler.
The ScreenHandler class extends the GadgetAdapter class.

import teracom.migration.event.GadgetAdapter;

public class ScreenHandler extends GadgetAdapter {

// no implementation

}

• pushbutton gadget
The pushbutton gadget maps to two Java classes. One of these classes is a java.awt.Component subclass, which
represents the visual appearance of the pushbutton gadget. The entries in the initial structure for the puhsbutton
gadget that represents any visual appearance maps to arguments in the PushButton class constructor.

public class PushButton extends Component {

// constructor for PushButton
public PushButton(String caption, Rectangle bound, Color[] colors)

}

The other Java class that is derived from the pushbutton gadget is a GadgetAdapter subclass. This Java class
implements the message handler of the pushbutton gadget. The constructor of the PushButtonHandler class has
one argument from the pushbutton gadget initiation structure, namely the gen_callback flag. This entry of the
initiation structure belongs to the message handler and is therefore associated with the GadgetAdapter class. The
PushButtonHandler class is declared as follows.

import teracom.migration.event.GadgetAdapter;

public class PushButtonHandler extends GadgetAdapter {

// constructor for PushButtonHandler
public PushButtonHandler(boolean genCallback)

}
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The pushbutton gadget does not have any exported functions that can be mapped to any of the produced Java
classes.

• keygroup gadget
The keygroup gadget is therefore to a GagdetAdapter subclass, which is called KeyGroupHandler. The entries
of interest in the initiation structure of the keygroup gadget are put in the constructor of the KeyGroupHandler,
which is declared as follows.

import teracom.migration.event.GadgetAdapter;

public class KeyGroupHandler extends GadgetAdapter {

// constructor for KeyGroupHandler
public KeyGroupHandler(int navigation)

}

The keygroup gadget has no functions that can be mapped to the GadgetAdapter subclass.

• textfield gadget
The textfield gadget maps into two Java classes. One of these classes is a java.awt.Component subclasswhich is
called Textfield. The entries of the textfield gadget initiation structure are mapped to arguments in the Textfield
class constructor. The textfield gadget has a couple of functions that can be mapped to the java.awt.Component
subclass such as the textfield_set_text(textfield*, char*) function which maps to the setText(String) method.
The Textfíeld class is defined as.

import java.awt.Component;

public class Textfield extends Component {

// constructor for Textfield
public Textfield(Rectangle bound, String text, Color[] colors, int alignMode, boolean
editable)

// method declaration, example
public void setText(String text)

}

The textfield gadget’s message handler does nothing important and therefore the GadgetAdapter subclass does
not override any of the methods for handling events.

• textarea gadget
The textarea gadget has a visual appearance and can receive the input focus, which implies that this gadget
maps into two Java classes of which one is a java.awt.Component subclass and one is a GagdetAdapter
subclass. Arguments of the constructors for these classes are derived from the initiation structure of the textarea
gadget. All exported textarea gadget functions can be mapped to the java.awt.Component subclass.

The Textarea class is defined as.

public class Textarea extends Component {

// constructor for Textarea
public Textarea(Rectangle bound, String[] text, Color[] colors, int alignMode) {

// method declaration, example
public void setText(String[] text)

}

• icon gadget
The icon gadget has visual appearance but no message handling. Therefore the icon gadget maps into one
java.awt.Component subclass and an empty GadgetAdapter subclass.  One function of the icon gadget sets the
currently shown pixmap. This function maps to the setImage() method in the Icon Java class.
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import java.awt.Component;
import java.awt.Image;

public class Icon extends Component {

// constructor for Icon
public Icon(Image im, int posX, int posY)

// method declaration
public void setImage(Image newImage)

}

• state1handler gadget
This gadget maps into a GadgetAdapter subclass, which adds a couple of methods derived from the
state1handler gadget. The constructor for State1Handler class is empty since no entries in the initiation
structure of the state1handler gadget are usable in the Java implementation.

import java.awt.Component;

public class State1Handler extends GadgetAdapter {

// constructor
public State1Handler()

// method declaration, example
public String getInput1()

}

• state2handler gadget
This gadget maps into one GadgetAdpater subclass, which implements the functions of the state2handler
gadget. The constructor for the State2Handler class is empty because none of the entries in the initiation
structure of the state2handler gadget are usable in the Java implementation.

public class State2Handler extends GadgetAdapter {

// constructor for State2Handler
public State2Handler()

// method declaration, example
public void enter()

}

8.4.2 State Identification and Migration
In the OpenTV implementation of migApp, the two identified states are controlled by the main message loop. In
the Java implementation of migApp the main class together with a couple of classes that make up a state machine
handles the control over the states. The main class of migApp in the Java implementation is called MigApp.

In the Java implementation each state is represented by a certain class, which inherits the State class.
The MigApp class has a reference to one instance of these state classes. This reference represents the current
state of the application.

In the migApp application two states is defined as input_state and show_state. Theses two states are represented
by the classes InputState and ShowState.

For a state object to be able to talk back to the main code, the main class implements an interface that is provided
to the State class in the static start() method. In the implementation of migApp an interface called
MigAppBrowser that inherits the StateBrowser interface is used for this purpose. The StateBrowser interface
defines a minimum of functionality to enable two-way communication between the main code and state
instances. This solution provides the state objects with more methods that are used to communicate with the
main code.
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import java.awt.Image;

public interface MigAppBrowser extends StateBrowser {

public void setInput1(Image input);

public void setInput2(Image input);

public Image getInput1();

public Image getInput2();
}

Communication between application state objects and the main code in migApp has a structure as shown in
figure 8.9.
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Figure 8.9: Data flow between states in Java implementation.

When the user presses the ‘Show Pictures’ button a callback is sent to the main code (figure 8.9:1). In response
to this, the main code calls the processEvent() method on the current state object (figure 8.9:2). The current
state object has to fetch the input strings from the gadget tree to verify their correctness (figure 8.9:3).
Depending on the provided strings the processEvent() method returns the current state which can be the same
state object or a new state object. If the strings from input_state are legal the strings are provided to the main
code via the migAppBrowser interface (figure 8.9:4). The state machine has now changed state to the
show_state. The ShowState object calls methods in the MigAppBrowser interface to fetch the data from the
input_state (figure 8.9:5).

For the gadget class to be able to fetch the data it needs, an interface can be designed for this purpose only. In the
migApp application there is an interface called State2HandlerProvider for this reason. The class that
implements this interface becomes a data provider for the State2Handler class. In migApp the ShowState class
implements this interface. The reference to a State2HandlerProvider is given to the GadgetAdapter instance
(figure 8.9:6) that later invokes methods in the provider interface to get hold of the data (figure 8.9:7).

8.4.3 Gadget Tree Identification and Migration
In the OpenTV implementation of migApp, the gadget tree structure is given by the application documentation.
In the migApp application there are two separate application states and two separate tree structures. The gadget
tree structure of the two application states of migApp is conserved in the Java implementation.
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In the Java implementation the tree structure is implemented in the StateResource subclass for each application
state.

When identifying the tree structure it is important to identify which gadget that has initial focus in every gadget
tree. In the input_state gadget tree the pushbutton labelled ‘A’ has initial focus and in the show_state gadget tree
the pushbutton labelled ‘Picture 1’ has initial focus. In the input_state the error_textarea gadget instance is not
initially visible. Initial focus and visibility should be preserved in the Java implementation of migApp.

In an OpenTV application the gadget tree consists of gadget instances while when using the proposed migration
model and framework the gadget tree consists of GadgetNode instances. The root GadgetNode instance is set by
calling the static method setRoot() in the GadgetTreeHolder class.

8.4.4 Resource Identification and Migration
As in the proposed OpenTV guidelines, each application state of migApp there is a corresponding resource file in
the OpenTV implementation. These resource files are named input_resource.rc and show_resource.rc. These
contain listings of gadget resources and other resources.

For each application state there is a separate resource class for each resource file from the OpenTV
implementation. The resource classes inherit the StateResource class. In migApp there are two such classes,
InputResource and ShowResource.

The abstract init() method declared in the StateResource class is implemented by the StateResource subclasses.
In the init() method the gadget tree is created and three important methods has to be invoked. They are as
follows.

1. setRoot(); This registers the root GadgetNode instance of this state’s gadget tree.
2. setFocusedNode(); This registers the GadgetNode that contains the java.awt.Component with initial focus

for this state.
3. setContainer(); Sets the java.awt.Container instance that all the java.awt.Component instances of this

resource will be added to.

The creation of GadgetNode instances is done in the init() method by calling the buildNode() method, which is
defined in the StateResource class.

OpenTV resources that are not gadget resources are defined as public member variables in the resource class. In
the migApp application the String array of available picture names and java.awt.Image instances are declared as
public member variables in the InputResource class.

The resource class can benefit from implementing the singleton pattern, which means that only one instance of
the class will exist in the application. The implementation of the singleton pattern is optional but in migApp both
resource classes implement it.

8.4.5 Migration of classes.h
In the Java implementation of migApp only the gadget instance ID’s are declared in a Java class named Classes
as static and final member variables. These IDs are used when building gadget nodes in respectively resource
class’s init() method.

The Classes class of migApp does not inherit any other classes ore implement any other interfaces.

8.4.6 Migration of Main Code
The main code in the OpenTV implementation of migApp consists of the main() function and two additional
functions that provide the strings generated in the input_state. The main() function contains the main message
loop in which the application state control is implemented.
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The main code of migApp in the Java implementation consists of one class that implements a couple of
interfaces. The main class is named MigApp and does not inherit any other class. If the application would be
aimed for the MHP platform it would implement the Xlet interface. But since there is no such operational
platform available at the time for this test, the main code of migApp has a traditional main() method that is the
entry point for the application.

The functionality of the MigApp class is mainly to initiate the first state object by calling the static method
start() of the abstract State class, receive callbacks and communicating with the current state object by calling
the processEvent() method.

The MigApp class implements the following interfaces.

• MigAppBrowser
This interface makes the MigApp class qualified as a browser for the state machine. The State class holds a static
reference to a MigAppBrowser instance, which the state objects can communicate with. The MigAppBrowser
extends the StateBrowser interface.

• CallbackListener
The class GadgetTreeHolder can hold a reference to a CallbackListener to which callbacks from the currently
rooted gadget tree are sent.

• UserMessageListener
Despite the fact that the migApp application does not post any user events, this interface was implemented for
clarity. The class GadgetTreeHolder holds a reference to an UserMessageListener.

The main code invokes two methods when it is initiating. The first is the static init() method invocation to the
GadgetTreeHolder class. The first argument to this call is a main java.awt.Container to which the different state
containers from each resource are added. The last two arguments are the CallbackListener and
UserMessageListener instances.

// GadgetTreeHolder initiation
GadgetTreeHolder.init(frame, this, this);

The second call made from the main code at initiation is the static call to the start() method of the State class.
This initiates and returns the first current state. The argument to the start method of the State class is the
MigAppBrowser instance.
 
// get first state
currentState = State.start(this);

8.5 Conclusion
The migration of the test application migTest shows that it is possible to migrate an OpenTV application to a
DVB-J application using the proposed migration model.

This migration test shows that the implementation of migApp in OpenTV took about twice as long to implement
compared to the implementation in Java. This indicates that the mapping of existing OpenTV elements into
equivalent Java elements takes less work than doing the Java implementation work in Java from scratch. The
result therefore indicates that using the migration model can reduce the work burden of OpenTV applications
migration.

The simplicity of the model lies in the reuse of OpenTV design, assumed that the OpenTV application has been
verified as a GoodOTV application.

The result of the finished Java implementation is a replicate of the original application specification. The Java
implementation includes the two application states, which are input_state and show_state. Screen dumps of the
two states from the Java implementation are shown in figure 8.10 and figure 8.11.
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Figure 8.10: Input state of migApp Java implementation.

Figure 8.11: Show state of migApp Java implementation

When using the migration model it is soon discovered that there is a lot of freedom in how it can be used. This
could introduce difficulties but also give the application developer the choice to decide how the work should be
done.

This test application is migrated to run on a desktop computer. A real migration process would be aimed at MHP
terminal. Since there are no MHP implementations available at the time for this test the migrated application can
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not be verified on the target platform. The test migration however shows the overall process of how an
application migration can be performed.
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9 Future Work
The migration model presented in this master thesis shows that application migration is possible. The proposed
model can however be further developed. Following issues are considered to be candidates for future work:

• Verification of the migration framework in the target environment: This may require a careful
examination of the DVB-J API so that the framework can be upgraded with necessary DVB-J classes.
Because the MHP specification was not complete during the time for this work, the framework uses classes
from Java SDK 2.0 that is not supported by the DVB-J API. DVB-J applications are for example expected to
use HAVi User-Interface, [30] components in the GUI but the proposed framework does not use them.

• Dynamic download: In OpenTV application modules can be dynamically downloaded. This feature enables
applications to for example minimise the start up latency and download code and data when it is needed.
How to migrate this feature and what consequences this might impose on DVB-J applications should be
investigated.

• The OpenTV main message loop: OpenTV applications can only execute in one thread in user mode. The
underlying operating system must however support a multi-threaded model so that the asynchronous
OpenTV model can be supported. DVB-J applications both can and are expected to execute in several
threads. The nature of Java applications is that they are multi-threaded. This is a problem suggesting that it
might be desirable to integrate the main message loop functionality with the framework. The reason for this
is that it would be easier to map the functionality of the OpenTV application and it would support the use of
asynchronous OpenTV API functions more than the proposed framework does. How this should be done is
not clear and must be investigated, but some kind of event pool where the various possible DVB-J events
are placed and fetched might be considered.

• Extending the migration model and/or framework: The proposed migration model supports migration of
basic features common to most TV applications. To support other features such as handling of background
graphics, support the use of a return channel and other hardware resources, it might be necessary to extend
the model and/or framework.
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10 Conclusion and Discussion
Buy using the proposed migration model presented in this master thesis it is possible to easily migrate OpenTV
applications to DVB-J applications. The proposed migration model intends manual migration and has mainly the
following advantages:

• The OpenTV design is reused.
• The migration is performed quickly because much of the work already done in OpenTV is reused.
• The migration is relatively easy to perform because the migration model supports migration of common

application elements and features.

It is established that the migration process is complex and involves many problems to be solved. Different
strategies or scenarios for the migration from OpenTV to MHP have been considered. The scenarios have not
been deeply investigated but it is clear that a scenario, which minimises bandwidth requirements, is desirable
from the network operator’s point of view. Therefore a major concern is how to manage shared content without
making the solution and migration process too complex. The focus of this master thesis is to contribute to the
solution of the whole migration problem by solving the problem regarding migration of applications. Manual
migration of OpenTV applications to DVB-J applications is possible. Perhaps an automatic converter tool can be
produced. This is not verified but must be regarded as very difficult if at all possible. The process of
automatically splitting up an OpenTV application in its smallest constituents, mapping the functionality and
converting it to Java code is regarded to be very difficult.

If an OpenTV application follows the proposed guidelines it is relatively easy to obtain a DVB-J application with
preserved functionality. Such an OpenTV application is refereed to as a GoodOTV application. This result is
obtained by a series of actions. The first action was to implement a test application in both OpenTV and Java
from a specification without reusing anything from the OpenTV solution, i.e. migration of an OpenTV
application without taking advantage of the work already done. The next action was to carefully investigate what
is required to ease application migration. After considering and analysing different types of applications the
conclusion is that most applications have common elements and features. The next action intended to make use
of this conclusion. To ease the burden of migrating applications a model and a framework, which support
migration of the identified common elements and features, was designed and implemented. This action takes
advantage of the work (especially the design) done in OpenTV. The developed model was verified by
implementing a test application including the common elements and features in both OpenTV and Java. The
results of the verification were very positive and showed that by reusing the design and work done in OpenTV an
Java application with preserved functionality was obtained quickly and easily. The verification also served as a
source for further refinement of the framework. The conclusion is that the proposed migration model can be
successfully used to ease the migration of OpenTV applications to DVB-J applications.
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Appendix A . MPEG-2
References in this appendix are, [21, 22].

MPEG General Description
The foundation of the Moving Picture Expert Group (MPEG) in 1990 was consequence of the need to be able to
store and reproduce moving pictures and sound in a digital format. Earlier a similar work group, named JPEG,
had created a format for compressed still images.

MPEG-1 (ISO/IEC 11171) was the first standard from the MPEG group. The purpose with MPEG-1 was to store
audio and video on mediums such as CD-rom for a playback rate of 1.5 Mbit/s.

MPEG-1 was not adapted for broadcasting for different reasons. The MPEG group continued its work on a more
flexible standard that was finished in 1994. This standard goes under the name MPEG-2 (ISO/IEC 13818). The
MPEG-2 standard consists of three main parts.

• multiplex structure (ISO/IEC 13818-1)
• video encoding (ISO/IEC 13818-2)
• audio encoding (ISO/IEC 13818-3)

The MPEG-2 standard defines two types of data streams. The first is the Program Stream, which is not explained
here. The other is the Transport Stream. This appendix explains the multiplex structure of an MPEG-2 transport
stream.

MPEG-2 transport stream
An MPEG-2 transport stream is mainly intended for transmission of audio/video and data (e.g. digital television)
over far distances via mediums that are likely to introduce a high level of transmission errors.  To prepare for a
high level of errors the transport stream transmission elements, called transport packets, has to be relatively
small to enable effective error correction.

A transport stream is a multiplex of one ore more elementary streams. These elementary streams are grouped
into programs. One elementary stream contains data of one type e.g. video.

Transport Packet
An MPEG-2 transport stream consists of transport packets, which belong to an elementary stream. The
elementary streams make up the transport stream. Transport packets are identified with a Packet Identifier (PID).
Transport packets belonging to the same elementary stream carries the same PID. Therefore an elementary
stream is identified with a PID, which enables demultiplexing of the transport stream. Transport packets have a
fixed length of 188 bytes of which 4 bytes are a transport packet header.

... ...
MPEG-2 Transport Stream

188 bytes 
Transport Packet

4 bytes 
Transport Packet
Header

Figure A1.1 The MPEG-2 Transport Stream (TS)
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Elementary Stream
One elementary stream carries a certain type of content. Elementary streams can contain either streamed data, in
which case the elementary stream is referred to as a packetized elementary stream, private data or PSI data.

Besides a PID, Elementary streams also have a stream_type identifier, which is given in the PMT table of a
program.

Packetized Elementary Stream (PES)
Streamed data such as video and audio is compressed and put into PES packets. PES packets can be of variable
size but not larger than 64 kByte. PES packets are then fragmented into 188 byte transport packets.

Video encoder

Audio encoder

Video data

Audio data

Packetizer

Packetizer

Video PES

Audio PES

TS mux

Transport Stream

Figure A1.2 Packetized Elementary Stream

When the streamed data has been encoded it is packetized into PES packets. One original stream of data forms a
packetized elementary stream. The transport packets that comes from one certain packetized elementary stream
has a unique PID. The stream type is dependent of the content type in the elementary stream (e.g. video).

PSI Data
PSI data describes the MPEG-2 transport stream and its content. Different PSI data is put into different tables.
MPEG-2 defines four such tables.

• Program Association Table (PAT)
• Program Map Table (PMT)
• Network Information Table (NIT)
• Conditional Access Table (CAT)

These tables contain different types of metadata for the transport stream. The syntax for the PSI tables is given
through the definition of sections. The content of a table is given in one or more sections. A section can be of
variable size but no larger than 1 kByte. Private sections have a maximum size of 4 kByte. The sections are
fragmented into 188 bytes transport packets.

A certain table is transported in a certain elementary stream. Transport packets that carry sections from a certain
table has the same PID since they belong to the same elementary stream.

To identify the content of a transport stream the PAT and the PMT tables are the most important and are
explained in more detail below.

Program Association Table (PAT)
The transport packets that carries the PAT through sections always have PID = 0. The PAT table is the first that
is located when tuning in on a new transport stream. The PAT contains information of all the programs in the
transport stream. For every program in the transport stream there is a reference in the PAT to a certain PID. This
PID reference tells in which transport packets the sections of the PMT table are transported.
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Program Map Table (PMT)
The PMT holds information about the content in a certain program in the transport stream. The PMT lists which
elementary streams that belong to the program. For every elementary stream in the program, the PMT holds the
stream type and the PID for the elementary stream.

The PMT can also include descriptors for every elementary stream. Descriptors can be seen as additional tags or
identification for a certain elementary stream. Descriptors can be included as additional information in tables.
Another way to look at descriptors is to view them as a way to extend the syntax of sections.

MPEG Sections
A section is a syntactic format for the description of MPEG-2 tables (e.g. PAT and PMT).  One table is divided
between one or more sections. A section can have a maximum size of 1 kByte.

Tables are identified by an 8-bit table_id field, which is defined in the section syntax. This applies to PSI
sections as well as private sections. By reading the table_id the section syntax can be derived and the section can
be decoded. For example the table_id for sections that carries the PAT table is always set to the value 0x00.

Table Sections

Nr: 0

Nr: 1

Nr: x

.

.

.

Transport Stream (TS)

Transport Packets

E.g. PAT, PMT or 
Private Tables

Figure A1.3 MPEG-2 Tables and Sections

Private Sections
Along with the MPEG-2 defined PSI tables it is possible to carry private data tables. The syntax of such tables
may be privately defined. For this purpose the private section has been defined by the MPEG-2 standard.

A private table can be made of several private sections all with the same table_id value. Private sections have
table_id values between 0x40 and 0xFE.

MPEG-2 Multiplex
The MPEG-2 multiplex is a transport stream (TS) that is made up of transport packets. These transport packets
all belongs to a certain elementary stream. Elementary streams belong to a program. When receiving a transport
stream there must be a way to identify all programs and the content of these programs and to locate them in the
transport stream.

The first thing to do when tuning in on a MPEG-2 transport stream is to look for transport packets with PID = 0.
Transport packets with PID = 0 always carries sections of the PAT table. When the PAT table has been
assembled the location of the PMT for the different programs can be identified.

In the PMT table the content for a certain program can be identified and located. The PMT lists all elementary
streams that belong to the program as well as the stream type and the PID for each elementary stream.
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Program 1
PID = 105, Video 

PID = 106, Audio

PID = 107, Data

PID = 102, PMT

PMT, Program 1

Video, PID = 105
Audio, PID = 106
Data, PID = 107

Program 2

PID = 205, Video 
PID = 206, Audio

PID = 209, Data

PID = 202, PMT

PID = 208, Audio

PID = 0, PAT

PAT

PMT for Program1
on PID = 102

PMT for Program2
on PID = 202

Transport Stream(TS)

PMT, Program 2

Video, PID = 205
Audio (1), PID = 206
Audio (2), PID = 208
Data, PID = 209

mux

Figure A1.4 The MPEG-2 Multiplex.
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Appendix B. Javadoc for Framework

GadgetNode

public final class teracom.migration.gadgettree.GadgetNode extends java.lang.Object

The GadgetNode class describes a gadget tree node, which represents a node from a gadget tree in the OpenTV
operating environment. A GadgetNode must contain a GadgetAdapter. A certain instance of a GadgetAdapter
might be shared among several GadgetNodes. A GadgetNode can also contain a java.awt.Component. If it does
the GadgetAdapter associated with the GadgetNode is added as FocusListener and KeyListener to the
java.awt.Component. An ID also associates a GadgetNode. The ID should be unique throughout the application
since it is used to search for GadgetNodes. The GadgetNode has methods for tree handling. The GagdetNode
can be a member in the tree that is defined through this class. A GadgetNode can be activated or deactivate,
which means visible respectively invisible. The notion of root node has two meanings. The root node of the tree is
the node without parent. The GadgetTreeHolder root can be any node in the tree. The GadgetTreeHolder root
represents the UIMS root of the OpenTV operating environment.

Constructors public GadgetNode( GadgetAdapter listener,  int ID)
Constructor for GadgetNode with a GadgetAdapter and a ID.

public GadgetNode( Component c,  GadgetAdapter listener,  int ID)
Constructor for GadgetNode with a Component, GadgetAdapter and a ID. The
GadgetAdapter is added automatically to the java.awt.Component.

Methods public getComponent()
Returns the java.awt.Component held by this node. If there is no component in this
GadgetNode null is returned.

public getListener()
Returns the GadgetAdapter associated with this GadgetNode.

public isActive()
Returns true if this node is active (i.e. visible) or false if this node is deactivated (i.e. invisible)

public activate()
Activates this GagdetNode and the GadgetNodes below in the tree recursively. An activated
GadgetNode means a visible GadgetNode. If the GadgetNode holds a Component this
Component becomes visible. For a node's component to become visible this node must be
rooted with GadgetTreeHolder.

public deActivate()
Deactivates this GadgetNode and the GadgetNodes below in the tree recursively. An
deactivated GadgetNode means an invisible GadgetNode. If the node holds a
java.awt.Component this Component becomes invisible. Note: A deactivated can not not
have focus. Remember to move focus to a visible node.

public getID()
Returns the unique ID for this GadgetNode.

public isAlerted()
Returns true if this node is alerted. False if this node is not alerted.

public callback( int callbackID)
A call to this method will cratate a CallbackEvent instance, which is sent to the
CallbackListener registered with the GadgetTreeHolder class. The callbackID can be a
gadgetID or an arbitrary ID. A callback will be succesfull only if this node belongs to the
gadget tree currently rooted with the GadgetTreeHolder class.

public attach( GadgetNode child)
Attach child last in child list of this node. If child already is in another tree child is detached
from that tree before attatched to this node.

public attachFirst( GadgetNode child)
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Attach child first in child list of this node. If child is in another tree child is detached from that
tree before attatched to this node.

public attachAt( GadgetNode child,  int position)
Attach child at position in child list of this node. If child is in another tree child is detached
from that tree before attatched to this node. First position is 0. Last position is
numberOfChilds()-1.

public detach()
Detach this node from the tree. If this node has no parent this has no effect.

public getChildCount()
Returns the number of childs of this GadgetNode.

public getFirstChild()
Returns the child first in the child list of this GadgetNode. If this node has no children null is
returned.

public getChildAt( int position)
Returns the child at position in the child list of this GadgetNode. If no child exists on that
position null is returned.

public getLastChild()
Returns the last child in the child list of this GadgetNode. If this node has no children null is
returned.

public getChildPosition( GadgetNode child)
Returns the position of child in this node’s child list. If child does not exists in child list -1 is
returned.

public isLastChild( GadgetNode child)
Returns true if child is last in child list of this node. False if child is not last in child list or does
not exists in child list.

public isFirstChild( GadgetNode child)
Returns true if child is first in this node’s child list.

public isChild( GadgetNode aNode)
Returns true if aNode is child of this GadgetNode. False otherwise.

public findNode( int ID)
Returns the GadgetNode with the specific id in this node’s subtree.

public getNextChild( GadgetNode child)
Returns the child's right sibling in the child list of this node. If child is last in this node's child
list null is returned. If child is not in this nodes child list null is returned.

public getRightSibling()
Returns the right sibling of this GagdetNode. If this GadgetNode has no parent null is
returned. If there is no right sibling null is returned.

public getPreviousChild( GadgetNode child)
Returns child's left sibling in the child list of this node. If child is first in this node's child list null
is returned. If child is not in this nodes child list null is returned.

public getLeftSibling()
Returns the left sibling of this GagdetNode. If this GadgetNode has no parent null is returned.
If there is no left sibling null is returned.

public isLeaf()
Returns true if this node is a tree leaf, which is the same as no children.

public getParent()
Returns the parent GadgetNode of this GadgetNode. If this is root null is returned.

Protected setParent( GadgetNode parent)
Sets this nodes parent.
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Protected removeChild( GadgetNode child)
Removes child from childList

Protected alert( boolean a)
Recursively alert this node and nodes below in the tree. An alerted node is responsive to
events.

Protected getFocused()
Returns the GadgetNode that contains the component with focus. If no such node currently
exists in the tree null is returned.

Protected searchNode( Component c)
Searches for GadgetNode that holds a certain java.awt.Component.

GadgetTreeHolder

public class teracom.migration.gadgettree.GadgetTreeHolder extends java.lang.Object

GadgetTreeHolder is used to root gadget trees like they are rooted with UIMS in the OpenTV operating
environment. When rooting a GadgetNode the whole gadget tree belonging to this GadgetNode will be ready to
propagate events. In order to make user interface components of the rooted gadget tree visible the activate()
method must be called on a node belonging to this tree. GadgetNodes belonging to the rooted gadget tree are
free to propagate callback events through the GadgetTreeHolder to a registered CallbackListener. If there are no
registered CallbackListener the callback event will not be handled. The application can also post events with the
postUserMEssage() method. This event is sent to the UserMessageListener registered with the
GadgetTreeHolder.

Constructors Public GadgetTreeHolder()

Methods Public static init( Container appContainer,  CallbackListener callbackHandler,
UserMessageListener userMessageHandler)
The Init() method must be called once before any GadgetNode can be rooted with the
SetRoot() method.

Public static setRoot( Container stateContainer,  GadgetNode aNode,  boolean
isActivate,  GadgetNode firstFocus)
Roots the gadget tree with the specified GagdetNode as root.

Protected static propagateCallback( CallbackEvent e)
Propagates a callback to the registered CallbackListener. If there are no registered
CallbackListener the event will be ignored. Only gadget nodes belonging to the currently
rooted gadget tree can send callback events successfully. A implementation guideline is to
either send callback in responsse to an event in a GadgetNode or propagate the event up the
gadget tree with a call to super.handleXXX(e, from) in the GadgetAdapter.

Public static postUserMessage( EventObject e)
This will post a user message, which is sent to the UserMessageListener registered with the
GadgetTreeHolder class. The same guideline applies here as for the propagateCallback
method.

Public static nodeSearch( int ID)
Searches after nodes rooted with GadgetTreeHolder by ID.

Public static searchNodeWithComponent( Component c)
Searches after rooted GadgetNodes with a ceratin Component.

Public static getFocusedGadgetNode()
Gets the gadget node with focus. The returned GadgetNode is associated with the
component currently holding focus in the rooted tree. Observe that all Components must
implement the hasFocus() method for this to work properly.
Returns: The gadget node associated with the component currently holding focus. null is
returned if there are no component with focus in the rooted tree.
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CallbackEvent

public class teracom.migration.event.CallbackEvent extends java.util.EventObject

A CallbackEvent is created when making a callback request on a GadgetNode. A CallbackEvent contains the
source GadgetNode and the callback ID of this callback. A CallbackEvent is sent to a CallbackListener that is
registered with the GadgetTreeHolder class.

Constructors public CallbackEvent( GadgetNode source,  int callbackID)
Constructs a CallbackEvent object with a source and an ID.

Methods public getSourceNode()
Returns the source GadgetNode of this CallbackEvent.

public getCallbackID()
Returns the callbackID for this CallbackEvent.

CallbackListener

public abstract interface class teracom.migration.event.CallbackListener extends null
implements java.util.EventListener

A CallbackListener is an interface that receives CallbackEvents through the handleCallback() method. This
interface extends the java.util.EventListener interface.

Methods public handleCallback( CallbackEvent e)
Called when a callback occurs. The source of a callback event can be any GadgetNode in the
gadget tree curently rooted with the GadgetTreeHolder class.

GadgetAdapter

public abstract class teracom.migration.event.GadgetAdapter extends java.lang.Object
implements java.awt.event.KeyListener, java.awt.event.FocusListener

The GadgetAdapter class represents the shared message handler of an OpenTV gadget. This class implemenst
KeyListener and FocusListener. The implementation of the key and focus listener methods is final and since this
class is abstract they are hidden to developers. The GadgetAdapter class is intended to be inherited.
Delevelopers override the methods - handleFocusGained(FocusEvent e, GadgetNode from) -
handleFocusLost(FocusEvent e, GadgetNode from) - handleKeyPressed(KeyEvent e, GadgetNode from) -
handleKeyReleased(KeyEvent e, GadgetNode from) - handleKeyTyped(KeyEvent e, GadgetNode from) These
methods are overridden arbitrarily. If a certain GadgetAdapter wishes to handle a certain type of event generated
by a Component the corresponding method can be overridden. If a GadgetAdapter instance wants the event to
propagate up the tree a call to super.handleXXX(e, from) has to be done. If a certain handleXXX() method is not
overridden the propagation is done automatically for this type of event. FocusEvents can not be propagated up in
the gadget tree. If an event occurs in a component that event is sent to its corresponding GagdetNode's
GadgetAdapter. If the event should be handled by the GadgetAdapter and sent to its handleXXX() method the
GadgetNode from which the event origins must be rooted with the GadgetTreeHolder class. One instance of a
GadgetAdapter class might be shared among several GadgetNodes. The idea is that OpenTV gadgets of same
gadget class migrates into one specific subclass of this GadgetAdapter.

Constructors public GadgetAdapter()

Methods public final focusGained( FocusEvent e)
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Called when a focus gained event occurs in a Component residing in a GadgetNode.

public final focusLost( FocusEvent e)
Called when a focus lost event occurs in a Component residing in a GadgetNode.

public final keyPressed( KeyEvent e)
Called when a key pressed event occurs in a Component residing in a GadgetNode.

public final keyReleased( KeyEvent e)
Called when a key released event occurs in a Component residing in a GadgetNode.

public final keyTyped( KeyEvent e)
Called when a key typed event occurs in a Component residing in a GadgetNode.

public handleFocusGained( FocusEvent e,  GadgetNode from)
The receiving method for focus gained events. Override this method when handling
FocusGained events. FocusEvents can not propagate up in the gadget tree. A call to
super.handleFocusGained(), nothing happens.

public handleFocusLost( FocusEvent e,  GadgetNode from)
The receiving method for focus lost events. Override this method when handling FocusLost
events. FocusEvents can not propagate up in the gadget tree. A call to
super.handleFocusLost(), nothing happens.

public handleKeyPressed( KeyEvent e,  GadgetNode from)
The receiving method for key pressed events. Override this method when handling
KeyPressed events. If the event should propagate up in the gadget tree call
super.handleKeyPressed(e, from) last in the overidden method.

public handleKeyReleased( KeyEvent e,  GadgetNode from)
The receiving method for key released events. Override this method when handling
KeyReleased events. If the event should propagate up in the gadget tree call
super.handleKeyReleased(e, from) last in the overidden method.

public handleKeyTyped( KeyEvent e,  GadgetNode from)
The receiving method for key typed events. Override this method when handling KeyTyped
events. If the event should propagate up in the gadget tree call super.handleKeyTyped(e,
from) last in the overidden method.

UserMessageListener

public abstract interface class teracom.migration.event.UserMessageListener extends
null implements java.util.EventListener

This interface is implemented by the class receiving user messages through the GagdetTreeHolder class. A user
message can be any EventObject. The object acting as a UserMessageListener is registered with the
GadgetTreeHolder. The posting of messages are done with the static postUserMessage() method in the
GadgetTreeHolder.

Methods Public handleMessage( EventObject e)
Called when an user message was posted.

StateResource

public abstract class teracom.migration.resource.StateResource extends java.lang.Object

This class represents a resource file in OpenTV. One specific resource file is mapped to one subclass of the
StateResource class. All gadget resources in an OpenTV resource map to a GadgetNode with a GadgetAdapter
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and an optional Component. Resources in OpenTV that is not gadgets can be declared as public instance
variables of the subclassed resource object. A StateResource holds a Container that is used to add the
Components of this resource. The Container must be set with the setContainer method(). A GadgetNode
representing the root node for this state must be set with the setRoot() method. Another GadgetNode that
represents the node with initial focus should also be set with the setFocusedNode() method. It is recomended that
subclasses of this class implements the singleton pattern.

Constructors public StateResource()

Methods protected final setRoot( GadgetNode root)
Sets the root of this state. Called by the resource intance.

public final getRoot()
Returns: the previously set root.

protected final setFocusedNode( GadgetNode focusNode)
Sets the first focused GadgetNode of this state. Called by the resource instance.

public final getFocusedNode()
Returns the GadgetNode containing the java.awt.Component, which is supposed to have
initial focus in this resource.
Returns: the previously set focused GadgetNode.

Protected final setContainer( Container container)
Sets the Container that all components of this state will be added to.

public final getContainer()
Returns the container of this state.
Returns: the previously set Container for this state.

public final searchGadgetNode( int ID)
Searches after GadgetNodes in this resource by ID. The returned node does not have to be
rooted.
Returns: the first found GadgetNode with the specified id or null if none is found.

Protected final buildNode( Component c,  GadgetAdapter listener,  int ID,  GadgetNode
parent)
Creates a new GadgetNode and adds it to GadgetNode parent. This method will also register
the node so searching the node will be possible. If a component is given it will be added to
the container set with the setContainer() method. The created GadgetNode is returned.
Returns: the newly created GadgetNode or null if listener is null

public abstract init()
This method must be implemented by all subclasses. Creation of instances and the building
of GagdetNodes shall be done in the init method by using the buildNode() method. Calls to
the following methods should be done in the overridden init() method. setContainer(Container
container) setRoot(GadgetNode root) setFocusedNode(GadgetNode focusNode)
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Abbreviations

AIT Application Information Table

API Application Programming Interface

BIOP Broadcast Inter-ORB Protocol

DSM-CC Digital Storage Media – Command and Control

DTV Digital Television

DVB Digital Video Broadcast

EPG Electronic Program Guide

GUI Graphical User Interface

MDS Module Download Service

MHP Multimedia Home Platform

MPEG Moving Picture Expert Group

PAT Program Association Table

PMT Program Map Table

STB Set Top Box

UIMS User Interface Management System
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Terminology

Migration
In this context migration is primarily the process by which a population of receivers, based on proprietary
software systems, is all converted to a population of MHP receivers, which use the common DVB-MHP system
and, particularly, the API

Framework
A framework is a set of co-operating classes that make up a reusable design for a specific class of software. A
framework provides architectural guidance by partitioning the design into abstract classes and defining their
responsibilities and collaborations.

Service
A collection of MPEG-2 elementary streams consisting of audio, video and data, under control of a broadcaster.
The collection of elementary streams is associated with one service provider.

DVB-J
The application’s API as defined as part of the MHP specification.

Terrestrial broadcasting
Terrestrial broadcasting means that communication occur near, on or above ground.

Horizontal market
A horizontal market is characterised by that consumers are free to choose their product from many different
competing manufacturers and the product is manufactured using open or established standards.

Vertical market
A vertical market is characterised by that consumers are dependent of the product choice of a so-called
gatekeeper. The product is often based on proprietary systems and/or standards.

Digitally transmitted
An analogous signal containing digital information.

Bouquet provider
An actor that offers an overall solution that allows consumers to take part of the range of offered digital
television services.

Java runtime system
The target environment software, including a Java virtual machine, that enables the execution of Java
applications.

Java lightweight framework
Classes from the Java standard platform that together enables the creation of lightweight components.

Component
A Java visual user interface object.

Gadget
An OpenTV user interface object.

GoodOTV
An OpenTV application regarded as a candidate for migration using the proposed migration model.

BadOTV
An OpenTV application not regarded as a candidate for migration using the proposed migration model.

Application state
Functionality of an application grouped together in time.


